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ABSTRACT 
A process and economic evaluation has been made of comparable 
municipal solid waste recovery and incineration systems. The r) 
traditional incineration process is supplied with air and a small 
amount of recycled product gas as the combustion medium, while the 
other incineration process is supplied with essentially pure oxygen 
and a large amount of recycled product gas. 
1 
From the solid waste recovery process, ferrous metal, paper fiber, glass, and aluminum are extracted for sale. The remaining solid 
waste is passed into the incinerator with the combustion medium bein~ 
considered. Thermal and chemical equilibriums obtained within the incinerator have been established through the development and use 
of digital computer program GARBAGE. Heat from the incinerator is 
used to generate steam for use in electric power generation, Stack gas is cleaned using electrostatic precipitators before being released to the atmosphere. 
Economically, cost of construction of each system is determined 
as well as operating costs. Anticipated revenues are also listed. 





Because of the increasing value of raw and scrap materials and 
of energy, municipal solid waste recovery and incineration systems 
are becoming more feasible. Also, because of increasing interest in 
environmental protection and increasing land value, methods of solid 
waste disposal such as ocean-dumping or landfilling have become less 
and less attractive. 
Recovery of materials such as those extracted by the process 
considered here (ferrous metal, glass, aluminum, and paper fiber) 
results in the conservation of natural resources, as well as a source 
of revenue to the community. Treatment and incineration of solid 
waste permits a reduction of approximately 951 by volume 1 of the 
solid material which must be disposed of by landfill. Heat resulting 
from the incineration can be used to generate steam which is typically 
used in the generation of electricity or for heating purposes. 
Stack gas can be cleaned using electrostatic precipitatorsj process 
water used in the solid waste recovery system can be recycled through 
a settling tank or other purification systems. 
2 
A major area of study covered in this report is the use of basically 
pure oxygen feed to the incinerator, compared with the traditional 
practice of air feed as the combustion medium. The use of oxygen feed 
permits the use of considerably more recycled product gas to control 
the combustion chamber temperature than is possible when using air. 
In this way, the amount of stack gas (with its wasted heat content) is 




to be treated by the electrostatic precipitator before being exhausted 
to the atmosphere if air was used. Also, the amount of nitrogen oxide 
pollutants produced when using the oxygen feed is greatly reduced when 
compared with the amount produced by the traditional process. 
Footnotes 
1. Neff, N. Thomas, Solid Waste and Fiber Recovery Demonstration 
Plant for th Cit of Franklin, Ohio, U. S. Environmental 
Protection Age cy Report No. EPA-SW-47D.I-72, National Technical 






In developing a solid waste recovery and incineration system, a 
base population of 500,000 people was chosen. Using projections listed 
in the literature) 1 it is estimated that by 1980 5,8 pounds of waste 
will be generated daily by each American citizen. Therefore, if the 
solid waste disposal system is to meet the needs of the base population 
for at least the next six years, it must be able to treat 2,9 million 
pounds daily (1,450 tons) of the waste. 
A typical composition of municipal solid waste2 is given below: 
Component Weight ~ Pounds/Hour Tons/Hour 
Water 20. 7J 25,046 12. 52 
Carbon 28.00 33,833 16.92 
Hydrogen 3.50 I~ ,229 2.12 
Oxygen 22.35 27,006 13.50 
Nitrogen 0.33 399 0.20 
Sulfur 0.16 193 0.10 
Non-Combustibles 24.93 JO, 124 15.06 
Total 120,834 60.42 
Having a specific volume of about 150 cubic feet/ton3 (13,JJ lb/ftJ), 
a storag~ pit for one day's supply of solid waste must hold 217,550 cubic 
feet or about 8060 cubic yards of material. 
During the solid waste recovery process, the composition of the 
material is changed in the following ways: 
1. 85% of the non-combustible material is removed (25,604 pounds/hour). 




fiber is assumed to have a composition basically like cellulose of 
(C6H10o5)n or 44.44~ carbon, 6.1si hydrogen, and 49,3~~ oxygen. 
Therefore, 9665.7 pounds of carbon, 1)44.15 pounds of hydrogen, and 
10740.15 pounds of oxygen are removed from the solid waste each hour. 
3, During the solid waste recovery process, water is added to 
make a slurry. Some of this water is removed before the waste is 
5 
sent to the incinerator. However, 65,880 pounds of water per hour 
remain with the solid waste. Overall, 114,320 pounds of this material 
will be fed to the incinerator per hour. 















Thermal and chemical equilibriums within the incinerator were 
determined through the development of digital computer program 
GARBAGE. Corresponding to a pound of solid waste feed (excluding 
non-combustibles}, the gram moles of each solid waste component 
within that pound are listed with fresh feed to the incinerator; this 
is in addition to the gas being used as the combustion medium, The 
values are listed in Appendix A, 
The amounts of gas being added to the incinerator as fres~ 
feed are, chosen·tsuch that in combination with the recycled product 
.. 
gas, excess oxygen is near si. This is admittedly low, but because of 
the completely shredded nature of the waste, more oxygen was felt not 
to be necessary. 
Type of Combustion Medium 
Air 
Pure Oxygen 
Pounds/Hour of Fresh Gas to Incinerator 
Oxygen - 74,296.4 
Nitrogen - 258,005.8 
Oxygen - 711-,296.4 
~iitrogen - 1,625.2 
The pure oxy/len feed was assumed to be at least 97.9~ pure. 
6 
Pure oxye;en feed requirements are therefore 911 tons/day. CorresrJondence 
with Mr. P. G, Foust of Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. of Allentown, Pa. 
revealed tha.t a 1000 ton/day facility would be suitable. 
Temperatures in munidpal solid waste incinerators should be 
0 0 4 
at least 1200 F. to 1500 F. to completely eliminate odors. For this 
reason and by comparison with present incinerators, recycle ratios of 
0.1 for air feed and 0.6 for oxygen feed have been chosen where recycle 
ratio is defined as the ratio of moles of recycle gas to moles of fresh . 
feed. Adiabatic flame temperatures are found to be about 2J00°F. for 
0 the air system and 2270 F. for the pure oxygen system. 
Eight major chemical reactions are expected to occur within the 
incinerator. They are: 
1. C + .502 ~ CO 
2. CO + • 502 ~ CO2 
J. , 5 N2 + • 502 ~ NO 
4. NO + ,502 ~ N02 
5 • H2 + .502 -,. H2o 
1 
·) 
! 6. s + Oz~ SOz 
7. so2 + • 502 + so3 
8. Hz + S _,. H2 S 
The product gas composition for each of the processes being 
considered is listed below: 
Air System Pure Oxygen System Chemical Species Weight~ Weight% 
H2o 20.8 49.56 
Oz 
.01 2. 52 
N2 58, 53 1.1 
CO2 19.6 46.73 
Others 1.06 
.09 
This indicates the presence of roughly ten times the amount of 
pollutants in the product ~as from the air system as from the pure 
oxygen system. 
Using results obtained from the computer program GARBAGE and 
scaling them up to the jncinerator feed, the tables of flow rates 
on the following pages were obtained. To scale up, values from the 
computer program are multiplied by the number of pounds of combustible 
material fed into the incinerator per hour (109,800). 
As can be seen from the data, total pound moles of stack gas 
for the air system is 2,25 times the total pound moles of stack gas 
for the pure oxygen system. Total pound moles of recycle gas for the 
I air system is .J24 times the total pound moles of recycle gas for the j 
f pure oxygen system. Also, total pound moles of product gas (stack gas J 
and recycle gas) for the air system is 1.39 times the total pound 




Pounds/Hour Pounds/Hour Pounds/Hour Chemical Species Fresh Feed Recycled Total Feed 
H2o 65,880 10,875.4 76,755.4 
C 24,167,J 0 24,167,J 
H2 2,894.85 0 2,894.85 
02 90,562.25 5JJ.6 91,095.85 
N2 258,404.8 29,774.J 288,179, 1 
s 193 trace 193 
non-combustibles 4,520 0 4,520 
co 0 • 74 
.?4 
CO2 0 10,102. 10,102. 
NO 0 15.2 15.2 
N02 0 trace trace 
so2 0 .18 
.18 
J 
SOJ 0 trace trace 
H2s 0 trace trace 







Pounds/Hour Pound Moles Pound Moles Chemical Species Purged Recycled/Hour Purged/Hour 
H2o 91,927.4 604.2 5,107.1 
C 0 0 0 
Hz .2 0 
.1 
02 4,591.5 16.68 14J,5 
N2 258,758,9 1,063.37 9,241.4 
s 11. 7 trace 
.J6 
non-combustibles 4,520 as solid 0 
co 6,13 
.OJ ,22 
CO2 86,674,5 229.6 1,969.87 
NO 131.J ,5 4.J8 
N02 .J8 trace .01 
so2 ,17 .003 ,OOJ 
~ SOJ .001 trace trace 
H2S .001 trace trace 
Totals: 446,622.2 1,914,383 16·,466.943 
.~. 
\ 





























Pure o~~en sistem 
Pounds/Hour Pounds/Hour Pounds/Hour Fresh Feed Recicled Total Feed 
65,880 73,952,38 1J9,8J2.J8 
24,167,J 0 24,167.3 
2,894.85 0 2,894, 85. 
90,562.25 J,789,46 
-94, 351. 71 
2,024.2 1 ,691,72 J ,715, 92 
19J 4.1 197.1 
4,520 0 l~, 520 
0 2,J9 2.39 
0 71,245,63· 71,245.63 
0 9,42 9,42 
0 trace trace 
·o trace trace 
0 ·trace trace 
0 1J1.47 1J1.47 






















Pure O~gen sistem 
Pounds/Hour Pound Moles Pound Moles Purged Reclcled/Hour Purged/Hour 
92~042.2 4, 108,46 5, 113,46 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
4,675.2 118.42 146.1 












trace trace trace· 
trace trace trace 
trace trace trace 
157,3 J,87 4.63 
190;241.6 5,910.91 7,310.19 
·-----
Regarding the amount of heat released, the value obtained 
from the computer program is 4404.?~ BTU per pound of combustible 
material or 42JO. 6 BTU p·er pound of waste entering the 
incinerator. Therefore, the total heat released within the 
incinerator is 48),642,192 BTU per·hour. Heat calculations made 
in the computer program required the data. l~sted on the following 
pagea. Assuming that the. boiler and power generati~g system obtains 
40j efficiency, 56,624.6 kwh per hour of electricity are produced. 













"J TABLE 5 
Heat Capacity Data5 
Where Mark ~uals F.quation Form 
+1 cp = A + BT + ci 
-1 cp = A + BT + c/r2 
Chemical Species A B C Mark 
C 4.03 .00114 
-,204E+o6 
-1 
02 6.15 .0031 
-.923E-06 +1 
co 6.42 .00166 
-.196E-06 +1 
CO2 6.21 .0104 -.J54E-05 +1 
N2 6.83 .0009 
-.120E+o5 
-1 
NO ?.OJ .00092 
- .140E+o5 
-1 
N02 10.1 .00228 -.167E+o6 
-1 





so2 11.0 .00188 - .184E+o6 
-1 
so3 13.9 .0061 - .J22E+o6 -1 'J 
H2s 6.66 • 00513 -.854E-06 +1 
H2o 7.J .00246 .o 
-1 




Reaction No. Heat of Reaction F.quilibrium Data6 ( pa~es 6 and 7) (cal/gram mole) Slope Interceet 
1. 
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Solid Waste Recovery System 
The solid waste recovery system is patterned after the process 
used at the Franklin, Ohio Solid Waste and Fiber Recovery Demonstration 
Plant. 1 This process was chosen because of its proven capability 
in recovering roughly 65% of the metal, 50% of the glass, and 45% 
of the paper fiber from the solid waste. 
A flow chart and key are shown on the following pages. Solid 
lines between blocks represent the flow of solid waste and, at the 
incinerator, the flow of the combustion medium being used, Dashed 
lines represent the flow of major water streams. 
The process involves the shredding of the solid waste and the 
formation of a slurry, 96% by weight of water. Centrifugal action 
is used in both the pulping units and liquid cyclones to remove 
ssi of the non-combustibles. From these non-combustible streams, 
the ferrous metal, glass, and aluminum are extracted. 
Ferrous metal is recovered by a magnetic drum and conveyor. 
Glass, smashed in the crusher unit through which the non-combustibles 
pass, is screened out, washed, and color-sorted by a Sortex unit. 
Aluminum is recovered using a zig-zag air classification column, and 
washed and screened to remove any adhering impurities. 'nle remaining 
non-combustibles are disposed of in a landfill. 
'!he slurry from the cyclones now enters the fiber recovery 
process. Twin Black Clawson VR Classifiner screening units with 
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KEY TO FLOW CHART 
Unit Number Unit Description 
1 truck dumping port 
.l 2 solid waste storage pit i 
i 
i 3 twin Hydrapulper shredder units I ' 
4 twin liquid cyclones 
5 twin Classifiner screening units 
6 twin Selectifier screening units 
7 battery of three cyclone cleaners in series 
8 twin Hydradenser units 
9 twin cone presses 
.\ 10 storage tank for burnable material 
11 incinerator and boiler 
I 
12 electrostatic precipitator 
13 magnetic separator 
14 ferrous scrap container 
J 15 glass recovery unit 
16 glass washing and screening unit 
17 clear and colored glass separator 
18 glass scrap containers 
19 aluminum recovery unit 
20 aluminum washing unit 





22 Hydra sieve 
23 Hydradenser unit 















Unit Number Unit Descrietion 
25 paper fiber container 
26 non-combustibles dump 
27 truck to landfill 
28 fresh water added to recycled water 
29 combustion medium (either air or oxygen) 





with .0625 inch diameter openings remove coarse impurities such as 
cloth and rubber from the paper fibers. Fine high density impurities 
such as particles of dirt and glass are removed by a battery of three 
centrifugal cleaners. The remaining paper fiber stream is further 
cleansed of organic fines as it passes over a Hydrasieve unit, 
manufactured by Combustion Engineering Company. Fines pass through 
the .020 inch slots of this unit while the paper fiber is drawn off 
the sieve. Dewatering of the paper to about 40% by weight of water 
is accomplished by a Black Clawson Hydradenser (an inclined screw 
thickener) and Rietz cone press, The water is recycled through 
a settling tank. 
Impurities and fines removed from the paper fiber are returned 
to the twin streams of unrecoverable material. These streams are 
then dewatered by twin Black Clawson Hydradensers and Rietz cone 
presses to about 57,6~ by weight ·or water and dumped into a storage 
tank capable of holding one day's supply of feed to the incinerator • 
. / Water removed by these units is also recycled through the settling 
tank. 
The size of each of the twin process units will be about 
five times the sizes used in the demonstration plant which could 
conceivahly handle 150 tons per 24 hour day. Therefore, the total 
size of the solid waste recovery plant being considered here may be 
about ten times the size of the Franklin, Ohio facility (not including 
the fluidized bed reactor/incinerator and the initial storage area) 
or about 1100 feet by 840 feet. 
•""-1"· 1·-• -'··-· ., • t •• L '"' •• J 
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Hydrapulpers 
Solid waste is loaded by crane into the feed hoppers of the 
twin Hydrapulper units, developed by Black Clawson Company. Ea.ch 
of the units accommodates 725 tons/day of municipal solid waste or 
60,417 pounds per hour. The Hydrapulper is a hammermill shredder 
which converts the refuse into a slurry (96i by weight of water). 
The amount of water added to each Hydrapulper is 1,136,892 lb/hr 
or 136,281.J gallons/hour. 
A certain amount of non-pulpable material, 11~ of the solid 
waste or 6,458 lb/hr from each pulper, is ejected by centrifugal 
force through a side channel around the base of each pulper. Some 
of the water added to the pulpers passes over this material to 
wash it. The slurry is extracted from the Hydrapulpers, 1,190,851 
pounds per hour from each pulper, through the perforated bottom 
and pumped into the twin liquid cyclones. 
Twin Liquid Cyclones 
Approximately 10.5i of the solid waste or 6,344 lb/hr of 
21 
the typically more dense non-combustible material is ejected from 
each cyclone. 'Ibis material will be combined with the non-combustible 
material ejected by the Hydrapulpers after the latter material has 
been subjected to ferrous metal recovery. The remaining slurry 
from each cyclone, 1,184,507 lb/hr, passes to the Classifiner screening 
units. These numbers and those listed for the entire recovery system 
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Ferrous Metal Recovery 
Of 12,'916 lb/hr of material ejected from the Hydrapulper 
units, 8,700 lb/hr of ferrous metal is recovered by a magnetic 
drum and conveyor system of the type diagrammed on the next page. 
Electromagnets having a strength of 5,000 gauss should be sufficient 
for this purpose. 2 The ferrous metal recovered, summing to 
104.4 tons per day, dumps into a shipping container. The remaining 
4,216 lb/hr of non-combustibles is combined with the ejected stream 
of non-combustibles from the twin liquid cyclones. From this 
total stream of 16,904 lb/hr, glass and aluminum recovery is made. 
Glass Recovery 
The stream of non-combustibles enters a crusher unit which 
resembles a large piston. The brittle glass is crushed to a small 
size at this point. Much of the other non-combustibles is malleable 
and therefore, should only be deformed in this process. Glass and 
other fines are extracted by passing the stream over a screen with 
about ,25 inch diameter openings. This extracted stream is washed 
and screened to remove adhering impurities and fines. The remaining 
glass is split into two streams, one of colored glass and one of 
clear glass by a Sortex separator of the type shown on the next page. 
The recovered glass, 42,768 tons per day of clear glass and 29.736 
tons per day of colored glass, a.re dumped into shipping containers • 
These flow rates correspond to 3,564 lb/hr of clear glass and 
2,478 lb/hr of colored glass • 
' •• ;. ·, ., •• ~. J ,,,,',_, '. ' 
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From the remaining non-combustibles, 450 lb/hr of aluminum 
is recovered, washed, and screened to remove any adhering impurities. 
'!'he recovery is accomplished using a zig-zag air classification 
column. A diagram of this device is shown on the following page. 
According to the Stanford Research Institute, an air velocity through 
the column of 2500 to )000 feet per minute ls required to separate 
metal, glass, and stone. It is anticipated that the aluminum will 
be drawn off the base of the column with low density irnpuri ties. 
For a list of densities of refuse components, see TABLE 7. The 
low density impurities are washed and screened off of the aluminum 
and 5,4 tons per day of aluminum are dumped into a shipping 
container. Removed impurities from the glass and aluminum recovery 
processes and the remaining non-combustibles, equal to 10,412 lb/hr, 
are disposed of in a landfill. 
Classifiner Screening Units, Selectifier Screening Units 
The remaining slurry from the liquid cyclones passes over twin 
Classifiner screening units as the first step in the recovery of 
paper fiber. 1,184,507 lb/hr of slurry is screened by each unit, 
the screens having .125 inch diameter openings. The long paper fibers 
are captured by the screen with some impurities. This stream then 
passes over twin Selectifier screening units to remove coarse 
impurities such as cloth and rubber, the screens having .0625 inch 
diameter openings. Impurities from both screening operations 
. ' ~-
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AT COLUMN BEND 
Lighter Fraction with Aluminum 






Typical Densities of Refuse Constituents 
·, 
Material Density (lb/ft)) 
'.j Lead 708 ·~,:. ;! 
'1 
1 Copper 555 } 
Nickel 537 
,,, 
Brass and Bronze 510 - 550 
Iron 443 - 493 
Zinc 1+12 - 450 
Glass 162 - 187 
Stone 140 - 175 
I Aluminum 168 I 
Concrete 120 - 150 
Brick 103 - 128 
Magnesium 106 - 119 
Plastics 50 - 125 
Rubber 63 - 125 
Dry Clay, Ash, Dirt 40 - 105 
I 
:,1 
,-i, Cotton, Hemp 93 J ,1 
' ,; 
.'\ 
Leather 59 ) ] 
al Paper 43 - 58 
r 
Wood 20 - 50 
Food Waste 25 - 50 




are returned to the stream which will feed the incinerator, 
Basically, 367,398.5 lb/hr of wet paper fiber slurry is recovered 
from each set of Classifiner and Selectifier screening units, the 
slurry being 97i by weight of water due to the removal of the 
non-combustibles by the previous units. This wet paper fiber 
slurry is then fed to three centrifugal (cyclone) cleaners. 
Cyclone Cleaners 
These cleaning units are each fed one third of the total 
paper fiber slurry (734,797 lb/hr) or 244,923.J lb/hr. This process 
removes any fine high density impurities as dirt and glass. 
Hydra sieve 
The remaining paper fiber slurry passes over this sieve with 
.020 inch slots. Organic fines are removed from the slurry 
and are combined with the impurities removed by the cyclone cleaners. 
These rejects are returned to the stream which will feed the 
incinerator. 
Hydradenser 2 Cone Press 
Hydradenser is an inclined screw thickener which removes 
672,654,1 lb/hr of water from the wet paper fiber slurry. In other 
words, the slurry is reduced from 97% by weight of water to 65~. 
The remaining slurry of 62,142.9 lb/hr is fed into a Rietz cone press. 
The slurry is dewatered to 40% by weight of water, removing 
27 
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25,892.9 lb/hr of water which is combined with the recovered water 
:,i from the Hydradenser. This water, 698,.547 lb/hr or 83,736.1 gal/hr, ~ 
:,j 
will be recycled through a settling tank. The remaining recovered 
paper fiber, 21,750 lb/hr of paper and 14,500 lb/hr of water, is 
dumped into a shipping container. Therefore, 261 tons/day of dry 
paper fiber are recovered. 
Solid Waste Preparation for Incineration 
Twin Hydradenser Units 
These Units, in prepa~ing the remaining slurry of unrecovered 
material for incineration, will each process 817,108.5 lb/hr of 
slurry. Dewatering from 97% to 65% by weight of water is 
accomplished. Therefore, 748,004.5 1b/hr of water are removed by 
each unit, leaving 69,104 lb/hr for further processing. 
Twin Cone Presses 
The cone presses further dewater the streams from 65% to 
about 57.6% by weight of water, leaving 57,043.4 lb/hr from each 
press to be placed in the storage tank for future incineration. 
That is 32,857 lb/hr of water and 24,186.4 lb/hr of solid 
material from each press, which can be roughly expected And 
used for incinerator feed. 24,121.2 lb/hr of water are removed 
by the presses and added to the water removed by the twin 
Hydradenser units and the water removed from the recovered paper 
fiber. The total recovered water which is recycled through a 
! 
J 
.. ~·: C ,.,_ 1 
(• : i, I I 
settling tank and equals 2,218,677,2 lb/hr or 265,956.8 gal/hr, 
Recalling that 2,273,784 lb/hr or 272,562,6 gal/hr are required 
for the Hydrapulper units, total fresh water needed for this 
purpose is 55,106.8 lb/hr or 6,605,75 gal/hr, 
storage Tank 
The storage tank for incinerator feed is designed to hold 
roughly one-day's supply of feed. Assuming that the feed has 
a density similar to water, a tank holding about 1850 cubic 
feet of the material should be sufficient. 
Footnotes 
1. Neff, N. Thomas, Solid Waste and Fiber Recovery Demonstration Plant for the City of Franklin, Ohio, U. S, Environmental Protection Agency Report No. EPA-SW-47D.I-72, National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va., 1972. 
2. Engdahl, R. B., Solid Waste Processing, U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C., 1969, 
29 
J. Wilson, D. G., "Present and Future Possibilities of Reclamation from Solid Wastes, 11 New Directions in Solid Waste Processing 1970, Technical Guidance Center for Industrial Environmental Control, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass., 1970, pg. 18, 
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Incinerator 
The incinerator chosen for this project is similar to the 
Chicago Northwest Incinerator using a grate-stoker designed by 
IBW-Martin. However, where the Chicago Northwest Incinerator was 
designed to produce steam for heating purposes in the local area, 
the use of steam for generating electricity has been considered 
here. This requires much higher steam pressure and temperature 
0 
such as 3500 psig. and 1000 F. to provide efficient power 
generation. 1 Assuming that the efficiency of the power generation 
system is 4oi, the total energy recovered is 19J,J16,j47 BTU/hr 
or 56,624.6 kwh of electricity. 
The required volume of the incinerator chamber can be 
estimated using the following equation:2 
V c = (BF)/I 
where: V = chamber volume= cubic feet C 
B = heating value of fuel= BTU/lb 
F = firing rate= lb/hr 
I = combustion intensity= BTU/ftJ-hr-atm 
For the type of refuse being considered here, I .= 13750 BTU/ft3- hr-atm 
can be assumed. Therefore, a chamber volume of at least 35,174 ftJ 
is required, regardless of whether air or pure oxygen feed is used. 
In other words, the incinerator volume is independent of the 
combustion medium used. Roughly the same amount of steam tubing 
will be required because of the low heat transfer coefficient of the 




product gas. Therefore, an incinerator chamber of approximate 
length= 35 feet, width= 20 feet, and height= 50 feet can be 
anticipated. 
Because of the low level of noxious gases produced from both 
the air and pure oxygen systems, it is felt that only an electro-
static precipitator to remove fly ash will be necessary to treat 
the stack gas. (Experience in the field may indicate the need for 
venturi scrubbers.) The air system will require a precipitator 
of about 2.25 times the capacity of the precipitator for the pure 
oxygen system. Asswning the purge stream enters the precipitator 
0 3; at 500 F., approximately 12,337,320 ft. hr. or 205,622 cfm. of gas 
must be treated for the air system, For the pure oxygen system, 
3 
.about 5,476,920 ft. /hr. or 91,282 cfm. of gas must be treated. 
Fly ash and non-combustibles (roughly 4,520 lb/hr) are combined 
with the unrecovered non-combustibles extracted in the solid waste 
recovery system (about 10,412 lb/hr). This highly dense stream 
of fused and heavy non-combustibles, 14,932 lb/hr, is disposed of 
in a landfill. 
It should be noted that the assumption was made in computer 
program GARBAGE that recycle streams entered the incinerator at 
the same temperature as the solid waste feed, B0°F. That a11umption 
greatly simplified the heat calculations. In an actual incinerator, 
,1 recycle gas can be typically around 500°F. il 
To consider the effects of the additional heat within the 
incinerator, average heat capacities in this temperature range 
31 
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for the recycle gas streams are .287 BTU/lb °F, for the air system 
and .JJJ BTU/lb °F. for the pure oxygen system. Accounting for the 
temperature difference between 500°F. and 80°F, and the heat of 
vaporization of water, 16,736,274 BTU/hr are added to the air 
system. The total feed, having an average heat capacity of 
o o· 
,)39 BTU/lb F. would be raised about 100°F. higher to 2400 F. 
This is not enough to effect the reaction extents. 
The effect of this additional heat for the oxygen system is 
greater because of the much larger amount of recycle gas. 
92,850,598 BTU/hr are added to the system. This would raise the 
temperature of the total feed with an average heat capacity of 
I O O 0 ,428 BTU lb F. to about 2905 F. from the 2270 F. temperature 
determined by the computer program. However, experience with the 
computer program indicates that this would only slightly effect 
reaction extents. 0 (Temperatures above about 3500 F. have a stronger 
effect on the extents.) For the oxygen system, more recycle gas 
would be required to lower the temperature to about 2400°F., making 
total gas flow within the incinerator more similar to the air 
system's total gas flow. This all indicates that operating costs 
using either air or pure oxygen feed to the incinerator would be 
roughly the same for the incineration process. 
Grate-Stoker 
A diagram of the incinerator with the grate-stoker is shown on 
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the IBW-Martin grate.stoker has been successfully applied.) Recipro-
cating grate steps push burning refuse under fresh refuse to 
encourage complete incineration. The grate is inclined on a 26° 
angle, taking advantage of gravity in keeping the flow of fuel 
steady. 
With Air Feed 
Flow rates listed in TABLES 1 and 2 apply to the traditional 
air system. Because of the large a~ounts of fresh nitrogen fed into 
the system, only low recycle ratios are permitted and a large purge 
stream is necessary. The air is fed to the grate-stoker and flows 
up through the burning refuse to promote complete combustion. 
With Pure Oxygen Feed 
Flow rates listed in TABLES 3 and 4 pertain to the pure oxygen 
system. A much greater amount of recycle gas is needed to control 
the combustion chamber temperature. The purge stream is less than 
half of the amount obtained from an incinerator using the air system, 
resulting in a savings on electrostatic precipitator capacity. 
However, the 1000 tons/day, pure ~gen plant is costly and requires 
a significant level of maintenance. The plant can be expected to have 
4 
a 5% downtime, suggesting that a cryogenic storage tank would also 
be necessary to insure a steady flow of fresh combustion medium. 
~e oxygen plant site would be JOO feet by 500 feet. A power 
requirement of 1)50 kwh must be met. 
., 
J4 
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1. steam/Its Generation and Use, Babcock and Wilcox, New York, 1972, 
pg. 2-15. 
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2. Essenhigh, "Burning Rates in Incinerators, 11 Proceedings of 1968 
National Incinerator Conference, The American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, New York, 1968, pg. 87. 
J. Martin Refuse Incineration Plants, IBW-Martin Incinerator Group, 
Subsidiary of Ovitron Corp., E. stroudsburg, Pa. 
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The generation of 56,624.6 kwh of electricity for each hour of 
incinerator operation is accomplished using a regenerative Rankine 
steam cycle. On Figure 6, the steam flow through the various process 
units is shown, 1 Steam at 3500 psig and 1000°F, is generated in the 
combustion chamber. Using a system of turbines, the electricity is 
produced, Figure 7 shows the steam cycle on a temperature versus 
entropy diagram. Total electrical generation per day is approximately 
1,358,990 kwh. 
Footnotes 
1. steam/Its Generation and Use, Babcock and Wilcox, New York, 1972, 
pg. 2-150 
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1. Land Estimate - includes initial storage pit, solid waste 
recovery system, incinerator, power generator 
system, electrostatic precipitator, and stack 
: 1600 ft by 840 ft= 1.344 X 106 ft2 
With Oxygen Plant (300 ft byjOO ft)= 1.494 x 106 ft 2 
At $45,000/acre, 1 air system land cost= $1,378,100 
oxygen system land cost= $1,543,388 
Using December of 1973 economic indices2 and available data,3 
the following construction costs were determined: 
2. Truck ports - includes tipping floor, scales, and accessories 
11 
($373/ton-day in 197('') x 1.174 = $437.9/ton-day D€c. 1973 
or $634,955 
3. Storage pit - includes cranes, hoppers, and accessories 
($840/ton-day in 19715) x 1.174 = $986.16/ton~day Dec. 1973 
or $1,429,932 
4. Structure cost for solid waste recovery system 
($12.50/ft2 in 19716) X 1.185 = $14,81/ft2 
or $924,000 
5, Hydrasposal system? - includes Hydrapulpers, liquid cyclones, 
ferrous metal recovery, glass recovery, 
aluminum recovery, twin Hydradensers, 
twin cone presses, incinerator feed storage 
tank, and recycled water settling tank. 
Comparison of projected data in the literature for 500 ton/day 
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6. 
ratio resulted in .682 of the projection ratio based solely on 
capacity. Using the process machinery economic index to 
8 
obtain updating factor 1.034, the following is obtained: 
$),110,000 for 500 ton/day 1972 system x 1.0J4 = $3,215,740 
Therefore, $3,215,740 x 1450/500 x .682 = $6,360,090 
Fibreclaim system9 - includes Classifiner and Selectifier 
40 
screening units, cyclone cleaners, Hydrasieve, 
Hydradenser, and cone press. 
As was done for the Hydrasposal system, a similar comparison of 
dollar ratio to capacity ratio was made for the 500 ton/day and 
150 ton/day plants. 'Ihe result was 1.081 of what the projection 
ratio based solely on capacity equaled. Using the process 
machinery economic index of 1. OJI+: 
$2,700,000 for 500 ton/day 1972 system x 1.034 = $2,791,800 
Therefore, $2,791,800 x 1450/500 x 1.081 = $8,752,014 
7. Incinerator/Boiler/Power Generatin~ system/Electrostatic 
Precipitator - waterwall incinerator construction 
10 
$J,364/ton for 300 ton/day 1970 system x 1.193 = $4,014/ton 
Plant Cost Index 
$4,014 x 1372 ton/day to incinerator= $5,507,646.8 
In order to more thoroughly compare electrostatic precipitator 
11 costs, data was used to determine the dollars/cfm treated. 
'Ihe electrostatic precipitator for the air system would cost 
roughly $1.4/cfm treated (assuming 99% cleaning efficiency) 
or $287,870,8. The electrostatic precipitator for the pure 
oxygen system would cost roughly $1.6/cfm treated (assuming 
99i cleaning efficiency) or $146,051.2. The difference between 





















figure to obtain the total incinerator/boiler/power generating 
system/electrostatic precipitator cost estimate for the pure 
oxygen system or $5,365,827.2. 




Truck Ports 6Jli, 955 
Storage Pit 1,1+29 '932 

















Totals: $21+, 986,737.8 
6,500,000 Oxygen Plant 
$31,510,206.2 
Operating Costs 
Operating costs for the a1r system and the pure oxygen 
system would be roughly the same except for the following items. 
1. Electrostatic Precipitator Operation13 - For the air system, 
roughly $0.21/cfm/yr assuming 99% effectiveness or $4),180.6/yr. 
is required. For the pure oxygen system, roughly $0,26/cfm/yr 
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2. Oxygen Plant Operating Costs1f - annual major costs 
Chems and Lubes $8,000 
Labor (8 men) $120,000 
Maintenance $130,000 
Power (at 1¢/kwh) $118,260 
$376,260 
'lherefore, above the common operating costs to both air and 
pure oxygen systems, $4J,180.6/yr. must be added to the air system 
operating cost while $399,993.-J/yr. must be added to the pure oxygen 
system operating cost. Operatinv. expenses per year will be $356,812.7 
higher for the pure oxygen system than for the air system. 
A list of anticipated revenues, common to either system being 
considered, follows: 
Material Rate Annual Revenue 
-
Ferrous Metal $13. 27 /tor, 11 $505,666.6 
Glass $5/ton 1J2,J19,8 
Aluminum $200/ton 394,200 
Paper Fiber $25/ton 2,J81,625 
Total for Recovered r-'iaterial $3 ,J-"13, 811.l~ 
Electricity· $.01/kwh 4,960,313.5 
Total Annual Revenues $8,374,124.9 
In order to examine the costs involved per ton processed, 
a complete list of annual operating expenses is shown on the 
following pages 
..,.,.;··· 




















Annual Operating .Cost 

















This indicates the success which is possible when using efficient 
solid waste recovery. However, there is little stimulation for using 
the pure oxygen process ( other than reduced pollution). 
It should be noted that refuse transportation costs to the 
incinerator/recovery system are significant and would have to be 
provided for. 
Footnotes 
1.,6. Berkowitz, Solid Waste Separator Interim Progress Report, 
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Phila., Pa., 1972. 
2.,8. Chemical Engineering, Vol, 81, No. 10, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 




Neff, N. Thomas, Solid Waste and Fiber Recovery Demonstration 
Plant for the City of Franklin, Ohio, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency Report No, EPA-SW-47D,I-72, National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va., 1972, 
li, ,5. War.ner, A,, Plastics Solid Waste Disposal by Incineration or 
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Chemical Engineering, Vol. 80, No. 14, McGraw-Hil~ Book Co., 
New York, 1973. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
Solid waste recovery is becoming more and more profitable 
due to the rise in the value of raw materials, such as ferrous metal, 
glass, aluminum, and paper fiber. A similar increase in the value of 
energy provides stimulation for solid waste incineration or pyrolysis, 
rather than landfill disposal. Analysis of comparative solid waste 
recovery and incineration systems using either air or pure oxygen as 
combustion mediums has shown that the use of pure oxygen offers no 
economic benefit and, in fact, is significantly more expensive. 
While the purge stream and level of pollutants are significantly 
reduced when using the pure oxygen system, the level of pollutants 
from the traditional air system is also low. Because of the 
temperature control and low heat transfer coefficients of the 
product gas, incinerator and boiler size for either system being 
considered will be about the same. Therefore, a pure oxygen 
system is not justified. 
The use of solid waste as auxiliary fuel in a power generation 
station, as is done in St. Louis, or in the production of methanol 
through pyrolysis may prove to be more viable solutions to the 
solid waste disposal problem, The recently patented pyrolysis 
1 process, developed at Union Carbide, results in the production of 
methanol which can be turned into methane, As natural gas becomes 
more scarce, this source of synthetic gas may be highly attractive, 
Where incineration is planned, the effective use of solid waste 
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recovery and of power generation can greatly improve the economic 
viability of a municipal solid waste disposal system. 
Footnotes 
1. Anderson, J.E., Solid Refuse Disposal Process and Apparatus, 



































DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Program GARBAGE accomplishes the calculation of the thermal and 
chemical equilibrium attained in a typical municipal incinerator. 
This is achieved through three trial-and-error solutions for a 
particular feed and recycle ratio and an initially assumed combustion 
temperature: 
1. Calculation by subpro~ram BSOLVE of the extents of each 
of the chemical reactions involved is reiterated until 
equilibrium constants calculated using gas mole fractions 
match equilibrium constants obtained for each reaction 
from the literature. 
2. Calculation of the recycle composition for a trial is made 
and values are compared with the recycle composition values 
I 
of the previous trial. If the values for each of the 
components is the same for both trials, the computer proceeds 
to the third trial-and-error section. If the values are: 
not the same within 0.1 of a gram mole, the latest determined 
recycle composition values are used in the revision of the 
total feed for which trial-and-error section #1 must again 
be satisfied. After trial-and-error sections #1 and #2 
have been satisfied: 
J. Calculation of the heat required to raise the reaction products 
J 








from ambient to the assumed combustion temperature is 
made and compared with the calculated total heat of reaction 
in order to determine the adiabatic flame temperature of 
the system. The combustion temperature is revised if necessary 
to within 10°F. of the combustion temperature possible. 
If a temperature revision is necessary, trial-and-error 
sections #1, #2, and #J must again be individually 
satisfied. 
When all three solutions have been made, volumetric flow rates, 
computed at standard temperature and pressure, and gram mole amounts 









































INDEX OF IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES 
Description 
number of chemical species 
number of chemical reactions+ 1 
names given each chemical species 
heat capacity equation coefficients 
defines which form of heat capacity equation to 
use 
49 
identifies chemical species which maintain a solid 
state throughout combustion 
identifies chemical species which appear only as 
reactants from thoBe which appear both as reactants 
and products of the reactions under study 
stoichiometric coefficient of each chemical species 
in each reaction 
initial number of gram moles of each species 
literature values for each chemical reaction 
being considered, used in determining the 
equilibrium constant at the combustion temperature 
heat of reaction in calories/gram mole for each 
reaction being considered 
Two other values which must be inserted in the body of the program 
are: 
RECYCLE recycle ratio under consideration, defined as 
the ratio of gram moles of recycle gas to gram 






r'. { f I [, 
I;' 
TGUESSF(JN) estimated combustion chamber temperature 
(adiabatic flame temperature) 
It has also been necessary to stipulate that the chemical 
reaction C + .502 ~ CO must be listed as the first reaction. 
50 
1 ) 




in calculating the heat required to raise the reaction products to 
the combustion temperature, it is established that water be the 
last chemical species listed in the data. HVAP = 9700 calories/gram 
mole appears within the body of the program for the calculation 
described above. 













number of chemical reactions 
extent of each chemical reaction at the 
combustion temperature 
minimum and maximwn extents, respectively, 
for which a reaction can proceed based on 
the amounts of each chemical species present 
avAra~o heat cnpacity of each chemical species 
ideal gas volume of each species in cubic feet 
at TGUESSF(JN) after reaction 
j.deal ~as volume of each species in cubic feet 
at standard temperature.and pressure after 
reaction 
final gram moles of each species after reaction 
values used in determining BMIN(J) and BMAX(J) 
gram moles of each species in the fresh feed 
difference between the total initial gram moles 
of each species and the final gram moles 
l. 
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mole fraction of each gaseous species in 
the reaction product stream 
51 
gram moles of each species in the purge stream 
gram moles of each species to be recycled 
total gram moles of each species entering 
the reaction system 
RECYL(J) for each species for each trial in 
gram moles 
ideal gas volume in cubic feet of each species 
in the purge stream at standard temperature and 
pressure 
total ideal gas volume in cubic feet of the 
purge stream at standard temperature and 
pressure 
ideal gas volume in cubic feet of each species 
in the recycle stream at standard temperature 
and pressure 
total ideal gas volume in cubic feet of the 
recycle stream at standard temperature and 
pressure 
~ram moles of reaction product gas available 
gram moles of reaction product gas to be recycled 
gram moles of reaction product gas to be purged 
gram moles of reaction product gas not present, 
but dictated for by an arbitrarily set, impossibly 
high recycle ratio 
TGUESSF(JN) in degrees Centigrade 
reference, ambient feed temperature= 298°c. 
total heat of reaction in calories 
total heat in calories necessary to raise the 
temperature of the reaction products to TGUESSF(JN) 
The following list of variables and descriptions accompany 





















number of unknowns 
vector of unknowns (KK long), extents of 
each chemical reaction in this case 
number of equations - must be greater than 
or equal to KK 
vector of computed values (NN long), want 
Z(J) = Y(J) in the output 
52 
vector of given values (NN long), mole fractions 
in this case 
function value equal to the sum of the 
quantities Z(J) - Y(J) squared, serving as 
a measure of the error 
NU factor (set to 10.0 if originally set at 0.) 
LAMBDA factor (set to .01 if originally set at 0.) 
TAU factor (set to .001 if originally set at 0.) 
EPSILON factor ( set to • 00002 if originally set 
at O.) 
cut-off point for recalculating Jacobian matrix, 
usually set to O. 
iteration count, initially must be 0 
number of unknowns not satisfying the convergence 
requirement of: 
ABS(DELTA B(J))/(ABS(DELTA B(J)) + TAU).LE.EPS 
= 0 answer found 
=-1 no function improvement possible 
=-2 more unknowns than functions 
=-J total variables are zero 
=-4 corrections satisfy convergence requirements 
but FLA is still large 
dummy variable vector passed on to FUNC and DERIV 
















code for variable type (KK long) 
= O. B(J) is not variable 
.53 
= 1. B(J) is variable and numerical derivatives 
are to be used; used in this case 
=-1. B(J) is variable and analytical 
derivatives are to be used 
Jacobian vector arranged columnwise NN by KK, 
vector is NN*KK long 
P(L) = DZ(J)/DB(J) with L =I+ (J-l)*NN 
Total vector length is KK*(NN + 2) + NN. 
Locations starting with NN*KK + 1 used for 
scratch. Note this vector is calculated 
by DERIV if any BV(J) = -1, 
name of function subprogram to be written by 
user - name must appear in external statement 
in main program - this routine must always be 
supplied (this is subprogram FNTX in this case) 
CALL FUKC(KK,B,NN,Z,FV) - these variables are as 
previously defined 




if indicated by BV(J). 'Ihe name of the subprogram 
must appear in the calling program as an external 
statement. 
CALL DERIV(KK,B,NN,Z,PJ,FV,DV,J,JTEST) 
Z(J) = vector (NN long) of values of the 
equations - need not be calculated in 
unless JTEST = -1 returned 
PJ(J)= the vector of derivatives (NN long) 
calculated by the subprogram - this is 
the Jth column of the Jacobian 
J = the index of the variable for which 
derivatives .are to be calculated by DERIV 
JTEST= if the derivatives have been calculated, 
set JTEST to zero. If a value of -1 
is returned, BSOLVE will attempt to take 
numerical derivatives based on the z 
vector returned. 
the number of rows of the storage matrices A 
and AC in the calling program; KD must be greater 
than or equal to KK 
scratch matrices of dimension KD by (KK + 2) 
the angle in degrees between the modified 
Newton-Raphson direction and the steepest 









A thorough mathematical explanation of the method used in 
BSOLVE for solution of the extents of each chemical reaction is 
given in the literature.1 Regarding BSOLVE, difficulty in obtaining 
a satisfactory solution was initially encountered. This problem 
was eliminated by having BMIN(J) and BMAX(J) specifically computed 
for each reaction. (This was not shown to be necessary by the 
54 
2 literature source. ) Correspondence with Mr. Edward M. Rosen, Manager 
J 
of Systems Technology for Monsanto Company, revealed another method 
of resolving the problem encountered. It is described below. 
Set up additional equations of the type: 
n. = n + eo(. ( 1 ) 
1 io 1 
for each component. With each equation added, one adds an 
additional unknown ni. In doing this, hard bounds can be 
placed on each ei and ni: 
0 ~ ni ~ large number 
negative large number~ ei ~ large number (2) 
Linear constraints of equation (1) are no longer present 
and this formulation can be handled by BSOLVE. In the case 
used for this report, an equation would have been written for 
each chemical species along with those written for extents of 
each reaction. Each equation would have the hard bounds shown 
in equation (2). 
A listing of the entire computer program along with the outputs 
used in designing the incinerator systems, .for air and'for:pure oxygen 
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GARBAGE TRAC£ PAGE 1 





C NS IS THE NUHOER OF CHEHICAL SPECIES. 
C NREACT IS THE NUHBEK OF REACTIONS. 
C THE REACTION OF C • 1,2 02 FORHING ~O HUST APPEAR AS THE FIRST RXN. 
C IN ACCOUNTING FOR LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION OF WATER. IT HAS BEEN 
C NECESSARY TO STIPULATE THAT THE LAST CHEHICAL SPECIES HUST BE MATE~. 
C YOU HUST HAVE WATER AS THE LAST CHEHICAL SPECIES OR CHANGE HVAP TO 0 
C HVAP IS IN CALORIES PE~ GRA~ MOLE OF HATER. 
C RECYCLE RATIO IS DEFINED HE~E AS THE RATIO OF HOLES OF RECY~LE GAS 
---------"c'-----'-'TO-TH~- HCLc:s oi=' -F~ESH "EED. - -- --- · --- - - - - -- -- - - - --
-.-.-i.5 ___ _ c INITIAL AMOUNTS OF lACH SPECIES FED IN HUST BE GRAM HOLES. 
0 I HENS I ON BI 2 u l • Z C 2 0 l •YI 2 ~ l • B V ( 2 Q l , 9H IN I 2 0 l • B HA X C 2 0 l , P I «ti) 0 l • A ( 2 D • 2 
1c1 .Acc20.2c 1 
______________ PI'1EN~ION_!3MI 1201,3MAC2';1 ____________ _ 
------------- --------
20 
DIMENSION SLO?C:12!.:I ,YI"ITCP 12e I ,HEAT 1201 
DIMENSION SENS21201.VOLl2Jl,VOLSTPl2CI 
DI~ENSION ALPHAl2wl .BETAt2nl,G~H~Al201,HARKC20l,NPRC201 
OIMC:NSION O':LHOLl2_1,TGUESSF(l+OI 
OIHC:NSION 80X(201 ,NAMc.1201 ,~ECY(201 
OIH~NSION FEEOl2wl,~ECYL(2rt,XXNl9J,201 
----2=-5---,-------DIHENSIOri SPURGE( 2C· I, TSPVOL 12~ I, TREVOL-120_1 __ 
COHHON,TWO/XNl201 ,EOUILl2J> .STOICC20,201 




-----'=---------RECYCL E=.:i-:-10 --- - ------·--------------------------------------------------
35 
PR I NT 1 
READ 2,NS,NR 
NREACT = NR - 1 
-------------~READ 1500, INAHEIJ_>_,J=t,NS_l ______ _ 
C NSOL DESIGNATES IF SPECIAL CALCULATIONS REGARDING SOLID-GAS 
C REACT10N5 ARE NECESSARY. 
C NSOL~1 MEANS COMPONENT IS A SOLID 
--~O .. ---- C NSOL=-1 HEANS COMPONENT IS GASE~US 
C DATA REOUIREHENT---HUST W~ITE REACTIONS SO THAT REACTIONS WITH 
------------~REACTANTS WHICH ARE PROOUCJS OF __ OT~ER___REA_CII_ONSJe_e_EA_&__~E.LER__~J..__L 




DATA REQUIREHENT--CONCERNING THIS. THE REACTIONS HUST BE IN 
IHHEOIATE ScQUENCE, 
NPR=+1 HEANS THE COMPONENT APPEARS BOTH AS A PRODUCT ANO A 
.. ----·-··--·-- ·-------~· ~ 
t 
----------~--=EA.CTANLIN THC: ~EACIION _SY.ST EH_ 9EI.NG_ST!JDIE.O •--- ----~--::----'---------------~-------------I:-., _ C NPR=-1 MEANS T~E COMPONENT APPEARS ONLY AS REACTANT IN THE \'.n sa 
5!5 
C R~ACTION SYSTEM. 
00 49 I= 1,NS 
READ 3, ALPHA(II, BETA<Il, GAHHArI>, HAR~CI), NSOLIII, NPRCil_ 
PRINT 30i3,ALPHAIII.BETACil,GAHHACil•HAR~(Il,NAHEIIl 
_ft.9_.CONTtNUE 



















































----.. ~----· ~--... ~ 
. ·,':.:,.__-
.-,.-.. ~< .'•.,, ... :,:... ·-: --- /.· ·.-·~ • _.•• 
C IF HARK IS POSITIVE THE EQUATION CP. A+ BT+ CT••z IS USED. 
PROGRAH GARBAGE TRACE ___ _ 
PRINT 1501,<NAHE<J>,J=1,NSl 




c THE LAST CA~O <RO~I CONTAINS THE INITIAL NUMBER OF GRAM HOLES 
C FOR EACH SP~CIES. 
'1EAO 9,<STOIC INl:1,IJ .I=l,NSI 
PRINT 15~2. INAM::1,11,J=l•NSI 
----------<>RI~T 3ue , .. <STOIC INR .. f> • I=T~NSI 
70 00 61 J=1,NREACT 
1:i:EAD 333, SLOPE !JI .YINTCP CJI .HEAT (JI 
61 CONTINUE 
TSU"T=;.J 




TREF = 238.0 
ao C T1 IS THE F~EO TEMPERATURE. 
·-----'"-"--------='--~ Tl = TREF - - -- --- -----·-·------










PRINT 19285 9 TGUESSF(JNI 
C T~UESS IS IN OEGPEES KELVIN. 
TGUESS=CTGUESSFIJNl-32.Cl•S.a,9.D+273o1 
00 6u·J = 1,NPEACT 
BM IN I JI = - 1·C Ou • u 
'lHAXCJl=•lOO,J.D 












.;... __ uo._ ___ _ 
N=N1<!'1 
KK=NRR 
EOUILCJI ARE THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR EACH REACTION. 
00 15 J = 1,NREACT 
EllU IL I JI" l C •••I SL OPE I J 1,r GUESS • Y'INTCP( Jt 
Y'CJI = O.O 






































PRit.lT .. 16, _(EQUil. CJI ,.J•1.,N~EACTI ------
PRINT 1 




---~12~ ---- ,•-"'• -- ~O 9911 J=1,NREACT 
DO 9912 JJ=1,NS 
IF (STOICIJ,JJI.LE.1.E-06.ANO.STOICCJ,JJI.GE.-1.E-D61 GO .TO 9912 r 
IF ISTOIC<J,JJI.LT.-1.E-D6.ANO.NPR(JJI.GT.DI GO TO 9630 ·~. ~ 
----=--------~lf._C STOIC CJ ,_JJ I • !._T. -1 • .s::jl 61 G~O·_~T~0~9~9~2-~ .. ----------------------------------------- .,....--125 3MICJJl=-ST0ICCNR,JJl/STOIC(J,JJI 
____ ____ _ ____ ____ GO TO 1 u ·J 7 
-----------·-
9924 BMAIJJl=-STOICCNR,JJI/STOIC<J,JJI 
IF(9HAXIJl.GE.9HA(JJllGO TO 1~06 
GO TO 10:i7 
130 
---~=------=1~0~!.'~6~_CONTINUE ______ ----------------------------------------------------BHAXCJl=flHAIJJI 
---- --------
1007 IF CSTOICIJ,JJI.LT.+1.E-!.'61 GO TO 1U!.'9 
IFC'IHHHJI .LE.BHICJJI IGO TO 1006 
GO TO to;q 
----- -·- ------- --135 1ooe CONTINUE 
______________ .Bl"\I_'I (JI _=_3H:{!J_J! _____ -------------·------------------------------- ------
GO TO 1Ci0':I 
9600 BOXCJJl=O.ry 
00 96C1 KA=1,NREACT 
____ _140 _ --- IF Cl(A.Er).JI GO TO ':1601 
IF <STOICCKA,JJI.LT.+1.E-061 GO TO 9601 
-------------~BO !C <KA>=- < 91'1~ C '{Al'! ST OI.C 1.'S.A.,..,LJ!..t.s.I.O.lC...!t!Ru_JI ,·,srcu.c..L.1.,.J..J~•-------------------------------
145 
90 X ( J J l = ~0 X ( J JI •BOX (KA I 
_9601 CONTINUE 
'lHACJJl=BOXCJJI 
IF CB~AXCJI.GE.BMAIJJll BHAX(Jl=BHACJJI 
1009 CONTINUE 
-----------~'.1.Z.....CONTI NUE ____ ------ ----------~------------------------------------------




00 801 J=1,NREACT 
PRINT 602, BHIN(Jl,BHAXCJI 
CONTINUE 
____________ ____.,1=f311A!C(1_l __________________________________________________________ t-






--~~~-------~STOIC(N~,11=0.0 ______ -=---------------------------------------------------STOICCNR,21=STOICCNR,21-0.5•9HAXC11 
165 
ST0ICCNR,3l=STOIC(NR,31+8HAX(1l 
00 5010 J=Z,NREACT 
MT=J-1 
EOUILCMTl=EOUIL,JI -- --- - ---- - --- ----- --------- --- ------- -----·--- ----
_____________ !3HI NC NT I= OHl N ( JI . _ ---------------------,------------~-----------------------
BH AX I HT l = BHAX C JI 
.-.... :. -





,:;. _-..,_ 1 - -· • 
-- ...... ~1 .... , -~ •• .__._-;_ ·-_._ ... ,.·- ~-~~ ·t.C .'1..7'-~,-"""";-
.. 
'· ,JT,'>c:T.°___,,. > .... ' ~- ' ,- C ,' - • ;_t 








00 5013 I=t,NS 
STOICCHT,I12STOICCJ,II 
170 5013 CONTINUE 
--------5010 CONTINUE -- ----- ·------·--------------·--·-----------
C BCJI ARE THE EXTENTS OF EACH REACTION. 
C YtJ) ARE THE VALUES OF THE NONLINEAR EQUATIONS. 
C RSOLVE IS A SUBROUTINE WHICH SOLVES NN NONLINEAR 










ft)iJATIONS FOR HH UNKNOWNS WHERE° HH -.LE. NN. -- - ----------
O~FINITIONS OF ALL TERHS IN 9SOLVE FOUND IN APP~NOIX OF 
MAT~RIAL ANO ENERGY BALANCES BY H~NLEY, E.J., ANO ROSEN, Ho 
I=O 
CONTINUE 
CALL BSOLVE tKK,B,N,Z,Y,PH,FNU,FLA,TAU,EPS,PHHIN,I,ICON,~V,OV,BV,B 1MIN,9HAX,P,FNTX,DERIV,KO,A,AC,GAHHI . . 
PRINT 3ij02,FV,ICON,(B(J1,J=1,NRRt,PH 









00 5011 J=2,NREACT 




--------------:cEOUIL<~Tl=EQUILCMMTI ---------------- -----·-- - --- .---------------------------




OD 5014 I=1,NS 
----,,-=-=-------::--=-c--,----:St:OIC I MT, U=S.!.QlC_~"'H'""M,.,_T..i..,I'-'l'-----------------------------------'---------------------I 205 5014 CONTINUE 
C) ------·-·-----·- . NTR=NTR+1 







----'2=-1=0 ________ _,S~T DIC C_1tl.!_ =ST01~3--------------------------------------------------------J=1 
DO 501<; I=4,NS 
STOICCJ,Il=O.O 
5015 CONTINUE 
ECUIL 111 =ECUIL1 
_____________ _,,Bf 1 l=B1 .,--------------------------------------------~-------------- ,· _ BH.AX !11 ;;91 ~ 
aHIN<1>=!3MIN1 
C HEAT CAPACITY CALCULATIONS 
.. 220 ---·- _ C HEAT CJI IS THE HEAT OF REACTION AT 298 KELVIN FOR EACH OF THE 
C REACTIONS USfO. !HJI IS TH':: EXfENT OF EACH REACTION. 
__________ _,.C _ _..,,S_IJMlt IS TH!; TOT_AL ~EAT_ Df_B._~A_C'.fJO_N..1_.!).A_SEO_ .9.N_ ~T.9IC_H!UHET~.JC. 
C PROPOqTIONS OF R~ACTANTS. 
~-· -~~-.-----~---~ t 
-----·A- -
··---- --··-- ---------





I. C I 
















·':-- , '-'··· ·- -
·;,. ~ -·. ,_ ·~··~,-.,-, ··- ·,· .. - ~:---::-~,,-.,~·-- ~.·,...;,-.;~ . ..;- . .; 
---------- -- -- -----------------· 
C SUH5 IS THE TOTAL HEAT NECESSARY T, RAISE THE TEMPERATURE 
---=2~2~5------c -OF THE REACTION PRODUCTS TO THE INCINERATOR TEMPERATURE, TGUESSF. 
-~-- ---.~_ ......... ----~-
---------------... -V-A_P_=_9_7_0_J_o_O 0- - ---- - ---·-- --------------------------------------------------
no 
TGUSF=TGUESSF ( JNI 
OD 20 I=1•NS 
IfCMAR~llloLT.ulf,OT010 
SENS2(Il=ALPHACil•CTGUESS-TREF1+9ETACI>,2.•1TGUESS••2-TREF••21+GAM 
------~--,-------~HA I I I, 3_. • < T GUE ss• •3 -IE...EF •• 3t 
_____ · ------~- -----------------------
-- _:Ro.GRAM GARaAGE TRACE coc e.&o.o FTN v3.0-P33& OPT=o 01,10,13 1z.25.1os. PAGE s I 
GO TO !O 
1 1'l l".ONTINUE 
235 SE NS2 CI I= AL PH AC I I •CT GUESS-T REFI +BET A ( I l /2. • ITCUESS• •2-TREF • • 2 I 
.,.._..-
---------~1 •-~~MM_A_J I I~ ..11 •...L_TGl,IESS...=_1_• L!~~-F~I'-----~---------------------------------- ---·. ------------30 CONTINUE 
IF II.EQ.NSt S£NS21Il=SENS21I1+HVAP 
20 CONTINUE 
ZloO SUH<+=!l. 
DO 6'5 J = 1,NPEACT 
-------------c-=--~U_M<+:cSUl1_4~~~T !.)1_~9!.J_!._ ____________________________________ ----··---~ __ _ &S CONTINUE 
-2~5-·- 00 S872 J=1,NREACT PP.INT 5873, 6(Jl,J 
5872 CONTINUE 
PRINT 5C39 
--------------~PRINT _50<+~., I NAHE l H.1 I=j._.=N~S~I-----------------------------------------------PR! NT 502C, 1lCN1II ,I=1,NS1 
SUHS=O.Q 
DO 5.:i31 I=1,NS 
SUH5=SUM5+XNII1•SENS2III 
----,,c==------=5~a~3~1~--=CPNTINUE __________________ --------------------------------------------255 SU~<+=A9S(SUH<+I 
SUH'5=AaS<SU"i51 
~EC=RECYCLE•TSUHT 
TNSUM=L •. : 
DO 5023 J=l,NS 








--------------~?.JUN"'[ 51; 2 o. ( ~£CY lJ~'~·~,1~=~1~,~N-S~'---------------------,-------------------------------c IF ITNSUHoGE.RECI GO TO SC27 
AHAl(FUP=~FC-TN~YH ' 
PRINT 5029,AHAKEUP 
GO TO 5028 








P~INT 1~Z8~, SUH~, SUH5 
KXCON=O 
K= JCOUNT 
IFIK.E0.11 GO TO 7779 
DO 7781 J"1,NS 
XXNIK,JJ=RECYL(JI -- -·- --· ----- - - ·--· - ----~----------------- --































IF c < AtJS c AA A:. OU(] i >;LT. o·;u ... l(e·ou~·, .-1-· 
ICXCON=KXCON+l(COUNT 
IF IICXCON.EQ.NSI GO TO 7780 
77 81 CONTINUE 
77713 CONTINUE 
IF CIC.GT.ii GO_ T0 __ 5025 . 








--------,,-----------.PRINT 13, JCOUNT, ICXCON 
PRINT 5035 
PRINT 5u40,1NAME1Il,I=1oNS1 
PRINT 5U20, (STOICCNR,JJ~J=1,NS1 
-------- ----·------------------ r l ' 
r GO TO 7777 . I 7780 CONTINUE 










~RINT 5020, !STOICINR,JI, J=loNSJ 
8997 SUH5=C.O 
00 25 I=l,NS 
SUH5=SUH5+XN I I·l •SENSZ I I,-·--·--
25 CONTINUE 
SUM .. =l.'1S(SUH41 
SU"5=ARS1SUM5I 
1<1='<1+1 
IF 11{1.GT.Zl GO TO 77 
PRINT 19284, SUMC., SUMS 
77 CONTINUE 
C ADIABATIC TEHPE~ATURE SEARCH. 
IF ISUH5.GT.cz.•suH4)) GO TO 9999 
IF (SUH5.GT.(t.5•SUH4)) r.o TO 9998 
IF (SUH5.GT.11.1•suH1+Jl GO TO 9997 
IF. (SUMS. GT. ( 1. (l 5 •SUMI+·;·.-- Gif'ro-9991:, 
IF 1SUH5.LT.(.5"SUMI+)) GO TO 9990 
IF 1SUH5.LT.t.&7•SUH4)I GO TO 9989 
IF ISUMS.LT.1.~•SUMl+ll GO TO 9988 
IF CSUH5.LT.(.95"SU'141l GO TO 9995 
GO TO 999C. 
-----------=9~9~9~9=--~T~G==usF=TGUSF-luO. 
GO TO 89':l8 
----325 9998 TGUSF=TGUSF-50. 
GO TO 89':l8 
9997 TGUSF=TGUSF-25• 
GO TO 89':18 
____________ 9_9_9_6--T GUSF.,; TGU SF -1 i:,-;-
330 GO TO 1'1'3'18 
9990 TGUSF=TGUSF+lO~. 
GO TO 8998 
99119· TGU'5F=TGUSF+50. 
------,-.,e-----------f•O . TO II ';!'I 11 ___ • ·-----------------335 9988 TGUSF=TGUSF+25. 
- _., ____ ..... ,...·,1 
. - .. -----------------
·-------------- -----------------· 




















----- --- - -
___ 3~0 __ _ 
r 
·~ 
_, _:;c.., n ;,,:,; ''· ·:' -',.. • ,,: 
GO TO 119911 
9995 TGUSF•TGUSF+1D. 





IF ITDELT.GT.25.J GO TO 5999 
·-------
\_ 
----=---=----------_,._,~OJ.9.9_() ______________________________________________________ _ 



















TGUS=lTGUSF-32.01 • 5.0/9.0 + 273.1 
:JO 71 I=1,"1S 




GA~BAGE TRACE CDC &&00 FTN V3.0-P33& OPT=O 07/10/73 1z.2s.1t11. PAGE 
SENS2(-I-,--; AiDHA,-iT• (T Gus-r REF> +BET Ac II ,2. • c TGus•• 2-TR.EF••2, +GA HHA c I - · 
73 
11,J.•1TGus••J-TREF••31 
GO TO 72 
CO"lTINUE 
SENS21ll=ALPHA(I)•(TGUS-TREFt +9~TA(Il,2.•cTGus••2-TREF••2t•GA~HA(I 
7-." -.... r· 
-----::,.,,-,,---------,-,~1~1. • C 1. ,t GUS -_1_._LT ~E_f I 
355 72 CONTINUE -----~--------- - -·- -·---- - .------
IF <I.EO.NSI SENS2CI1=SENS2lI1+HVAP 
71 CONTINUE 
GO TO 89'H 
1199& CONTINUE 
360 




VOL I I I ARE THE IDEAL GAS VOLUMES OF EACH SPECIES IN CUBIC FEET. 
XNCil ARE THE FINAL NUHSER OF GRAH HOLES OF EACH SPECIES AFTER RXN. 
00 '30 I= 1,NS 
VOLlil=XNCil•CTGUESSFCJNl+4&0.Ql•C.73,c454.•1.1t 
VOLSTPCil=XNCIJ•C77.0+4&0.0>•C.73/(454.•1.ll 








• PRINT 12 
--- - - - I 
PRINT 7, TGUESSF(JNI 
-------. PRINT 192114,SUH4,SUH5 
------------~PRINT .5037 ______ --------------------~--------------------------r DO 5038 I=1,NS 
375 5038 





VOLSTP 111 =o.o 
SU=.J.C 
SUU=O.!l 





TREVOL1Il=PECYII1•(77.+4&0.0l•C.73/C45lo••1.)1 -- --- - - - -- ·----- ------ - -· - ---~ -·----

















,·,,. .,::,._r, .. ·. - ·:.c".:.;:,·1/ ._._"'-~;, --~l' ,. 









4 FOR~AT (15(2X.F4.11'1 
lo10 5 FORMATc,,. 1x.•sPECIEs•.5x.•INITIAL•.1ox.•FINAL•.1ox.•cHA~GE•.1ox.•GAS,1DX 
----~'---------~1~GAs•.1cx.~IOEAL•) 
6 FORMAT!1JX 9 A4,5(5X,!:10o31/I 
7 FO~MATc,,,,. FLAHE TEMPERATURE= •.Fe.1.• DEGREES FAMRENH lEIT•,111 
i.15 8 FOPHAT( 1x.•SYMBOL•.&x.•HOLES•.12x.•HOLEs•.1ox.•HOLES~.11x~·voLuHE 
-----------~--1•.,x.•voLUME•//I 9 FORMATf14F5.21 
12 FORMAT (//,• FINAL OAfA SUMMARY•) 
13 FOR~AT!25X,• COMPOSITION AFTER CYCLE•.2i.r3.J.2sx~ 
. __ 1+20 1 • NUM9E~ OF SATlSFIEO COHPONENTS•.2X.I1t.,,1 . 14 FORMATl2uF4.11 
1& FOPMATI 2sx.•EQUILIBRIUH CONSTANTs•.,1oc2x.E10.3)) 
-----------5=2 FORMAT !7!:1<+.21 . . ·.-·---- --.. -
lo25 
333 FORMAT IJEl0.31 





--- ------ --- ----~ [ 
t 
----------~150 ?_ FO~MA T !/, 14 ! 4 X • A4ll ____ . _________ ... _______ --------------------'---'------~----------------
0 ----~~o __ 






___ ... c, ______ .4.·. 
3CC3 FOPMATl311~X.E10.31.10X.I3,10X,Al+,,t 
3JC5 FORMAT( ///1 
30~7 FORMAT c,,14(1X,F7.311 
5020 FORMAT 113E9.2,/I 
----~-.3-5-----~5029 FORMAT(• EXTRA OFF GAS REQUIRED FOR RECYCLE= •,E1&.21 
5030 FO~HAT!• HOLES TO BE PURGED= •,E10,Zl 
5035 FOPHAT ll~X,• THE TOTAL FEEO IS •t 
503? FORMAT (10X,A4,5X,E10.2,• MOLES•) 5037 FORMAT (10X,• THE FRESH FEEO rs•, lo40 5039 FOR~AT (/,• PRoour.Ts OF THE REACTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS•) O'\ ------''-'-''--------=-sa,;iJ·- FOP,"1AT (/~1J 15X,A4l I --- -- -- . ---------- --------·"--''-----------------------------------; N 5Jl+1 FORMAT <I,• AMOUNTS OF EACH SPECIES TO BE RECYCLED•! 5045 FORMAT c• BELOW ARE LlSTEO RESPECTIVELY, FOR EACH SPECIES. GRA~ 
-- .... , 50 .. ,,, 
----------~5Q47 
1MOLES PURGED, ANO STP VOLUHE OF A~OUNTS PURGED ANO RECYCLED.•) FOPMAT (//,• T~E TOTAL ~TP VOLUME TO Al PURGED IS •,E11,3t F0f.(t1AT (//,• l'IC.: rorAL '.;TP VOLUMr:. TO 11( Rl:.CYCLEO lS •,t:11,31 FORMAT !/.1UX,F14,F,,• = ':XTC:NT OF REACTION •.I31 - - .. 5873 





















-· -~ ... .,.. ~.,..._ ... · ..... -~ - ..... ._,\ __ ... 
- --..:...--.--~- -·•- "'-.~~ :-"r" • .c:Jt.'"'r~---~- .,··· 
-----~-·--
<- ' - ·~' ..... 
·:,--· . .,.,·_,;.:;,,.; .. _. 
·-·------------·---------------- - -------- ·------- -----·-·-----
19281+ FORHAT(10X,•HEAT OF REACTION= •,E10.3,/,10X,•HEAT FOR TEMP RISE•• 1oE11.31 
---~'t-5~0 _______ 1_9Z~.2-...f .. 0R~!< TJ111.lt, .. !.JGUESSF• •, F'10 • Zt 
END 
TRACE PAGE 1 
•oE_CI( BS OLVE 
--------------~s~u~e~q~o~u~T~I~N~E~B~SDL_y_E(~~!'l_,Z,Y,PH,FN_U,.£.L.~,i~u_,E_~s.__ ___________________________ ~------1 PHHIN,I,ICON,FV,0Vo3Y,BMIN,BHAX,P, 
2 FUNC,DERIV,1(0,~,AC,GAHHI 
5 
-------~C~-~S--::0:--:Lc-'U~T .. ION O..f_!!l'!____fill_l,IATIO_NS __ IN _l(K UN_~_NO\o!NS _B!. ... 11!1RQU_A~OJ"S___. 11E_TH"D-•-------
-------- ----- -----r ... -DIMENSION B(201,Z(201,Y(201,F'V(2.,J,OV<201,BVf201,BMIN(201, 
___ 10 1 BHAX120l,Pf&.OCl,All(0,1+1,AC(l(0,'+I ti 
I(= 1(1( t N = NN 
l(Pt =I(+ 1 I 
-----,-,,-----------l(P2 = l(Pl + 1 






KBI2 = 1(9I1 + K I l(ZI = 1(8!2 + K 
IF( FNU .LE. O.O IFNU = 10.0 r IF< FLA .LEo C.O I FLA= 0.01 
I_F_(_ .! AU_-· L_E ._u ._o _t .T A.!J--=-...JI ~ 0!) 1"--c---,-------~-
IF< PH!"IN .LE. O.t. I PHMIN = O.O 
l(E = 0 
00 1&fJ I1 = 1,1( 
IF( 9VII11 .NE. O.O I l(E =KE+ 1 
IF ( EPS ,LE. C.O I '::PS= 0.0Jli02 
,--
_______________ IFI l(E .GT. 0 I GO T0_170 -----------------------------'-----------------------1&2 ICDN-=-3 ! 1&3 GO TO 2120 
17C IF<N.GE.KEI GO TO 500 
_ 
. ____ lJ) - 18J ICON=-2 
.. _ ··-----------19C GO TO 2120 
5!)_0 __ I1 = 1 I 530 IF! I .GT. 0 I GO TO 1530 
550 oo 5e,o J~ = 1 , K 
J2 = 1(8I1 + Jl 
PIJ21 = B(J1l 
---- __ . J3 = KBI2 + Jl 
35 
560 P(J3t=ABS(B(J111+1.0E-D2 
ltO GO TO 1030 
590 lfC PHHIII .c;r. PH .ANO. I .GTo 1 I GO TO 6Z5 
00 620 J1 = 1 , K 
N1 = I J1 - 1 l • N 
-------------- IF L.av I JU ___ L.6fl1J 6ZD..,.f>(!_.,_ ____ _;__ _________ ~-----------------------------------l CALL OERIV (K,B.N,Z,P(N1+1),FV,OV,J1,JTESTI f 
i~:dr~>~~::KC-11 l GO TO &20 . -~---- --- ~----------- ··- -- ·-----·---·-------------------\-.· J3-= KIJil + J2 
PCJ"JI • tJ<JZI 
------ -------- . 

































. ~~-··::· . ·- ,,._ .... -
.J .. = KAI2 • J1 
SOllE=A8SCPIJ31J 
000 s ANAX11PIJ .. ,.soq() 
.. -- y ..... _ .,..__ •• ..,... 
------- ---- --------,--------
----....,..-----------.OEN:·;-0 .. 1 • OQQ - . . -- -- -
IF(?(J31 •DEN.LE. SHAXIJ1l GD TO 55 
PCJ31 = "'CJ3> - OEl\i 
OEN = - OEN 
SUBROUTINE 9SOLVE TRACE CDC 660~ F'TN v3.0-P336 OPT_=ol 01,10,13 12.2s.1ts. PACE 2 
GOfo·-56 --- -- ---- -
55 PIJ~): Pl:J31 • .lt.N 
5; CALL FUN~ l(.PIOC9I1•11.NoPCN1•11.F'VJ 
'lO &1G J,=1.'I 
-----· ------·--------
J8 = J2 • N1 
-6"""5,--------C-Ei._,6._~,.,,~ ~~~gN~/ _!_l_-!_B_l __ -_?<J2l· / DE_'II _____________________________ . __ --·-----·- ------ ---------r-· 
C SET UP CORR~CTIC!II EQUATIONS 
625 00 725 J1 = 1 • I( 
70 Nl = (J1-1l • !II 
----"""-'=---------~A I J1o oc<>11 · : 0 .-- - - - - -
--------------, IFI BVCJll I 630.6'J2.63r 
00 &i.O J2 = 1oN 
N2 = N1 + J2 
75 A(J1.KP11 =·AIJt.K?ll + Pf!1121 • < "IJZ) - Z<J2l 
DO 6SC J2 = 1 • ( 


















AIJ1 0 J2l = O. 
N2 = (J2-11 • ·~ 
00 &SO J3 = 1 • N 
N3 = 11.1 + J! 
N'- = N2 + J3 
A(J1.J2l = ACJ1.J21 + P-(N!) • P('lli.l 
-!F ( A CJ1.:.u,--.GT. 1.E-ZC-) GOTO 725 _________ _ 
DO o'J" J2 = 1oKP1 





A I J ! • Jl l = 1. 0 f 
---~~ ~2~ 0 Jl -=--c1-,-K,.,------------------------------------------,-----,---------------rs __ 
GN = GN ·+ ACJ1oOC"'11••z 
___ __ t C SCALi CORRECTION EOUAT!ONS 
00 726 Jl = 1.1( 
726 -----------==-~A""""l~J1,0CP2J = SQRTlACJ1.~J~1=-t_t ________________________________ -'---------------------·I 9~ DO 727 J1 = 1.1< 
727 
73ll 
A(J1,KP11 = AIJ1oKP1J , ACJ1,KP2, 
DO 727 J2 = 1.IC 
A(J1.J2l = ACJ1,J2l , (A(J1.KP2> • A(.J2,KP2) ) 
FL= FLA, FNU 
SOD 






00 !II•.. J;. : 1 • K 
00 5!0 JZ = 1.KP1 
ACIJ1,J21 : A<J1oJZI 
ACCJ1.J11 = ACCJt.J11 + F'L 
SOLV~ CORRECTION £QUATIONS 
---~~---·· 
--------------------------- - ----
- C ,...._:...c ,,__ • 









00 930 L1 = 1o'< 
----=1,.,,1,.,0..._ __ -,-______ L 2_ = L1 __ + __ 1 
115 
00 910 L3 2 L2ol(P1 
910 AC(L1oL31 = AC(L1,L31 , AC(L1,L1' 
00 930 Ll = 1,K 
IF(L1 - L31 92c,93ry,9zo 
920 00 925 L4 = L2,><P1 
. .-
-----------------9~Z-5-=A_GJJ._3_,__l._lt___L=_A_C_!__~'t1 - AC<L1,Ll+I • AClLc3..1..c ....... ~t ________________ ----~ BSOLVE TRACE CDC &600 FTN V3.0-P33& OPT=O 07,10,73 12.25~1t8. SUBROUTINE 
--------· 93'1 CONTINUE 
ON= O. 
120 'lG = o. 
----=~~--------~OD 1u28 J1 = 1,K 
-- --.- ... -.· 
AC<J1,KP2l = A~CJ1,KP1l , ACJ1,K~2l 
J2 = KBI1 + J1 
P(J2l = AHAXl CBHINlJ11 ,AH!N1C8HAXCJ11 ,6CJ1l•ACCJ1.,KP2lll 
OG = OG • ACCJi,KP2l • ACJi,<P11 • ACJi~KP2J 
-------------c-c--,---~ON = ON • ACCJ1,><P21 • ACCJ1,KP21 ____ _ 
1!128 ACCJ1,t<PZI = PCJ2l - BC.J11 
PAGE I r 
f 






JGA!'1 = C 
IF C COS G I 110 0 • 1110 • 1110 
1100 JGAH = 2 
--------------~COSG_ = -COSG ________ ------------------------~---------1110 CONTINUE 
COSG = AHIN1(COSG,1.~I 
GAHM= ARCOSCCOSGI • 1ac. / (3.141592651" 
IFC JGAH .GT. 'J I GAt<1'1 = 180. - GA!'1~ 
103D CALL FUNC IK,PC<DI1•11 ,N,~(t<ZI+11~FVt 
------------~1~5~D~!'~PHI =_ :l.___ ___ 
_ ____ ---· 
00 152.J J1 = 1,N 








1520 PHI= PHI + CFCJ2> - Y(Jit>••2 
!FCPHI oLT. 1.t.-10 I GO TO 30CO 
IFC I .GT. 0 > GO TO 1540 
-----=------__,,,_2LICO_N = ~ ________ _ _ __ -------------------------------------------------1' 1~5 GO TO 211C 
15~0 If"C PHI .GE. PH I GO TO _1530_ 
C EPSILON TEST 
------ t 
" 
____ 1 .. s.,0L... _____ _.1~z~o ... o._~xccui~J1-______________________________________________________________ t_ 
00 122D J1 = 1 ,K 
J2 = K9I1 + J1 
CRA=ABS(AC(J1,KP211 
CRB=ABSCPCJ21l+TAU 
----- - ~- --·- ~~ 155 CRC=CRA,CRB 
' 
__________ _.1 ... z ... z .... a~.-IE _JCP,.C. GL f.!'_.SJ----1.C.ON=.IC...Olt±----------------------------------------------11,i IF l ICON .Ea. 0 I -GO TO 11t0D f~ 
' -C GAHHA LAHOUA TEST 
HQ 
IF( FL ,GT. ~.u ,ANO. GAHH ,GT. 90.0 I ICON= -1 
JiO TO ;no 5 























- - -·------ ·----------- ··-·----------~----------------
C GANNA iPSII.ON TEST u, 
1 .. 00 IFIFL .GT. 1.0 .ANO. GAMH oLEo .. s.o, ICON•_ .. 
-------------,,.·onrno -----------------------------~---------< 
170 
153J.IFI Ii~~ 1531,1531;2310 
1531 I1 = I1+ 1 
GO TO C530,59~,8COl,I1 
231!1 IFC FL .LT. 1ollE+C6 t GO TO 800 
------------132'3-ICON- = -1 . - --- -- ----
SU8~0UTINE 3SOL VE TRACE cot &&DO FTN V3.0-P33& OPT•O 
175 21'l5 FLA FL 
DO 2091 J2 =.1,K 
--------------J3 -= -KBI1 -.--J~2--'----------------,--,---------
180 
2091 BC.J2> = PCJ31 
211Q 00 205~ J2 = 1,N 
J3 = KZI + J2 
205J ZCJ21 = PIJ31 
PH= PHI 
I ,;·· I + C-
212<:l RETU~N 
3'l0il ICON = 0 
GO TO 21C5 
END 
PAGE .. 
________________ f:_Q__C ~&OC~TN V3.0-_P33& OPT=O _07'10'73_12.2s ... s. ____ P __ AGE. ____ 1 ________ _ 
•DECK_ FNTX 
SU3QOUTINE FNTX IKK0B 0NN0Z,FVI 
DIMENSION B12~>,ZC20>,SUHC20> 
5 COMMON/TWO/XN(201oE~UIL12Q>,STOICC20,20l . 
----~---------COMMON/THR£E/NS - - - -.- - ----- - -- --------
C0~MON/FOUR/NS0L l2C I oGAS l2et 
NREACT = KK 
NR=NQEACT+2 
FV = FV + 1.0 
SU"G=O.O 
------------c=---soi:. 1 os c~uffH 
G ----------- 00 30 I= 1,NS XNCII = STOICCNR,II 
00 40 J = 1,NREACT 
0 
-· 
_ -- _15 
XNUt = XNUI + STOIC<J,I) • BIJt 
lt!J CONTINUE 
--------------'--"--cIF (NSOiTfl:G'r.01 GO TO 30 
SUHG = SUHG + XNCII 
30 CONTINUE 
00 85 I=1,NS 
---------------GAS, ff·:,. -xN ff-, -,-su-MG 
25 _ IF CGASCI10LT.1.E-u9t GASII>z1.E-09 
85 CONTINUE 





.•.. SUHCJt = OoO 
______________ _,,oo __ 70 . l=:.1, N'>____ 
·_ A; 
b 30 
SUH I J > = SUH< J t + S T':::oc:I:-::C:--, (:--J-:-,-:-!7)--= ..--=A-:-L-::O:-::G:-::-:( G=-A-=-=s-:-c-=1-:-1-=,-'-------------'--------------------------_.;. ... _ ,----:~' 
--·--------------------
r.' 




















---------------"'.o _so . J .=. 1. NPEACT_ -------------------------c END SOLIDS CRUTCH 




---~-------------~T~R=A~C=E~------,--------=~e, 0 0 FT N VJ_. 0 -P 3 l,6 OPT=O 07, 10, 73 12 • 25. lt&"'.'-----'-PA_GE. ___ _,1. ______ _ I • _____ .. •OECI( ARCOS FUNCTION ARCOSIZI 







! . ·. 
'k~'J 
-··---- ·-0 KEY=~ 
5 ----~---------IF ( X •LT• c-1.1 I x'---'"''----~1,,__,_. _________________________________ _ 
IF< X .• GT. 1. I X = 1. 
0 IF< X .GE. <-1.1 .ANO. X .LT. Oo KEY 1 
!Ff X .LT. O.I X = ABS(XI 
IF< X .:::a. Cl. I GO T.O 10 
10 A~COS = ATAN 1SQRT<1• - X•XJ / k I . 
---------------~! F L~~y- _.__E_Q__._~ARC_O_S = 3 ._l_l+J.il~A_B_c_o_s~----------------------------~-----------GO TO 999 
9 ------· 10 ARCOS= 1.57079&3 999 RETURN 
1~ - --G - ---- FUNCTION END AHINl T P.ACE CDC e.e.oo FTN VJ.O-P336 OPT=O 12.25.48. PAGE 1 

















IF (A.GT.Bl AHAX1=A 
PAGE 




12026.18. NORMAL CCJNTROL 00010D D27550 0DDOOO 00GDIIO 
---Til1E---LOAO HOOE' --L1--L2--.---TYPE------,---------USER---++---CALL-------------FKA LOAO--LKA LOAD--BLNIC COHN--1.ENGTH--
FWA LOADER G&Z733 FKA TABLES ijE,:422 










--------------------------------~F.OU~~----D,0077-----------------------------------a:ir-..· ARCOS 020721 









.. ,. .•. 
_ . ..,....;.-.".,='~:T.';.r--:,.:;.~' ~---


































A TANS 027262 
ATANE 027302 EXPE 027363~----------------'--'--------~-----------------------· 
SORTS 027427 
SQRTE 027453 





























_____ -_1 ________ s __ ~--------------,---------------





.7311E+01 .Z46E-.:12 :: :: ::::~:-------:~:=------'----:::------------~---------_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-----l 
ccs, 02 co CO2 NZ NO NOZ H2 s SJ2 S03 H2S HZO 
-1.a -~5 1.0 -O.G -o .o -o.o -o.o -a.a -o.o -o.o -o.o -----o.o -o~o 
-.1.1 
-.5 -1.0 1.0 -o.o -o.o -c .o -o.o -a.a -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-a.a -.5 -o.o -o.o -.s 1.0 -c.o -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-a.a -.5 -o.o -a.o -o • 0 -1.0 1.() -o.o -il. o -o.o -o.o -a. o -o.o 
-a.·a 
-.5 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o -c.o -1.0 -o.v -o.o -o.o -o~o 1.0 
-1.a -1.0 -o.o -'l.O -o.o -o.o -D .o -o.o -1.0 1.0 -c.o -c.o -o.o 
-o.o -.5 -o.o -o.c -o. 0 -o .o -o.u -o.o -o.u -1.:1 1.u -o.o -o.o 
-a.o -a.a -o.o -o .I! -o.o -o • ..l!..........=~~-~ • ., -o.o -o.o 1_.IJ -o.o 
CCSI oz co CO2 NZ NO NOZ HZ s S02 S03 H2S H20 
a'!.1~0- 11.1aa -0.000 -0.000 38.160 -0.000 .,.. 0 • (11,0 5.940 .020 -0.000 -O.DDO -0.000 15.1611 ji;uESSF= 191o0.00 - ~----·--· 























-·------ ---· ------------ol3SE-02 ol+JbE-01 a711E•_0.7 ~81+3E+01 a283E-02 .7&8E•07 
BNINCJJ• -o.ooocoooo BHAX(J>= a.11+000000 BHINCJJ• -o.oODOOO~O B~AX(JI= 8o1l+~OOOCO BNINCJI= -c.oooc~JOO B~AX(J)= 23~400COOOO 
_IDU_!,1 CJ)= -o. Q__Q~ . .!1. o_o O.O_B~AX ( J > = ZJ_. I+ CU ol O Co ____________________ _ BHINCJ)= -15a1600000J OMAX(J)= 5o94000~CO ---------·1 
_BNINCJt• -D.COOOO,oO RMAXIJ): o02QCOOOO B"INCJt• -o.OLOCJOO~ nHAX(J): .021,roooo BHINCJl= -0.00JOOJOO BHAX(J)= .02ocooco 1. 7 D. 1.1. 1,. C. u. o. :la .ZE+Ol+ 
9. 7 • SE-0.. • ~e:-o 4 .1 E-u I+ .6E +01 • 2E_:-C r. • 2E--=-.o~r._e:-u~E~_,0,_.3"-------------------------------------17. 7 .2E-02 .3E-OJ .6E-0'+ .6E+01 .2E-G3 .9E-D5 .JE-03 .7E+03 25. 7 .l+E-01 a1E-J2 .1E-OJ .6E+01 .9E-C3 .sE-05 .2E-!l2 .l+E+03 33. ·1- .8E+O~ .5E-02 .2E-~J o6E+D1 .3E-C2 .r.E-ll5 .5E-D2 .3E+03 1+1. 7 .8E+C1 .se:-02-0. .6E+01 .6E-u3-C. .1e:-01 .1e:+03 59. 5 .sE+Dl .TE-02 .1E-u6 .6E+01 .6E-~3 .2E-07 .1e:-01 .1£+03 67. 6 .6E+D1 .&E-C2 .1E-05 .e,e:_+_01 _ _.~E:-C_:! ___ .?f-CUL__.1E-:01_.7E+D? _________________________________ ...:.... __ _ 75. 7 .6E+01 .3E-~2 .7E-C5 .6E.+01 .r.E-03-C. .2E-J1 o2E+02 8 6 • ___ !o _ • 8 C: + 0 1 • :? E: -D 2 • 7 E-G 5 • 6 E. + 0 1 • r. E - Ca 3 • 9 E -l. 6 • 2 E- .. 1 • 2 E + D 2 95. I+ .8E+D1 .3E-D2 .7E-05 .&E+~l .4~-Jl o2E-07 .2E-J1 o2E+02 101+~ I+ .sE+&1 .3E-u2 .7E-05 .6~+01 .r.E-L3 .JE-07 .2e:-01 .2E+02 
-113.·--;.--.8E•01 .3E-02 .7£-05 .&E+01 .l+E-03 .r.E-07 .2e:-01 o1E+02 
~. I+ • 8 E +O 1 •-~ £.-0 2_. l E..=ll 5 __ • 6 E +O 1 ___ • r. E -c 3 __ • 5~ -0 7 _. 2 E-J 1 • 1 E + 0 2 ------------'----------------------'-----'---131. - .aE+~l .3E-~2 .7E-05 .&~+u1 .r.E-C3 .se:-~7 .2E-Gl .tE+~2 1'o0·. __ ~ __ .8E:+01 .3E-02 .!IE-05 .&E+!ll .r.e:-r 3 .bE.-C7 .2E-01 .1E+02 1'o9. 'o .8E+u1 .3E-C2 .8E-C5 o6E+u1 .l+E-~3 .7E-07 .2E-01 .1E+D2 158. 3 .8C:+01 .3E-02 .se:-os .&E.+01 .r.E-U3 .sE-07 .2e:-01 .9E+01 167. .. .8E+J1 o3E-C2 .ac.-G5 .&E+Jt .4E-Cl .sE-07 .2E-01 .3E+01 Jl.!>, ct .,E.!$11_ __ .1E_-:> 2_.8E_-05 _.6E +J1_. r.E-C l_dc.-~7 _, 2£-01 __ • 7E+O 1---------------------------------------155. I+ .!IE:+01 .3E-02 .aE-u5 .6c.+01 .r.E-:J .gE-C7 .2E-01 .6E+01 
19l+o ___ l+ __ .8E+01 o3E-02 .8E-G5 .&E•Ot .4~-Cl .9E-07 .2E-01 .5E+01 203. 'o .8E•01 o3E-C2 .sE-05 .&E+Ol .4E-;J .1£-06 .2E-L1 o4E+01 212. 3 .8E+01 .3E-C2 .aE-~5 .6E+01 .r.E-~3 .1E-u6 .2E-M1 .4E+01 221. 3 .8E+01 .3E-C2 .ae:-cs .6E+01 .4E-C3 .1E-u& .2E-L1 .3E+01 J_lJ)_. 3 • 8 E_t:~ 1.__o_~E._-li 2_,_ll E-D 5_. & E +'l1 __ • '+ E- ~ 3 ___ • H. -0 &_. 2 E-0 1_. 3 E + O 1---------------------------c-----'-----,-----• 239. 3 .aE+D1 .3E-02 .aE-05 .6E+01 .4E-C3 .1E-C6 .2e:-01 .3E+01 2'o8. 3 .8E:+01 .3E-02 .aE-05 .6E+01 .l+E-C3 .1E.-06 .2e:-u1 .3E+01 257. 3 .8E+01 .3E-02 .aE-05 .6E+a1 .l+E-03 .1E-C6 .2e:-01 .3E+01 265. ___ ft .8E+J1 o4E-u2 .9E-0S .6E+01 .3E-03 .gE-07 .2E-D1 .2E+G1 275. 3 .8E+u1 o4E-02 o9E-~5 .&E+C1 .3E-Q3 .9E-07 .2E-01 o2E+01 
'283
9 
3 , 8E+01 .1+E-Q.a__,1E-.Jl~.6c.+01 _. 3c.-~;, _ __.9E-Ot_.2E-Ci1_ •2E•01 __________________________________ __. 293. 3 o8E+01 .l+E-CZ .1E-ur. o6E+01 .JE-03 o9E-J7 .ZE-01 .2E+01 302. __ 3 .8E+01 ol+E-02 olE-04 .6E.+J1 .3E-03 .9E-07 .2E-J1 .2E+01 
-.1SE+OO -.6GE+DO -.39c.+QO -.55E+OC .93E+DO .57E-D2 o52E+0D 




EXTE--N-T_O_F--REACT-IO_N ___ T _________ ------------------:------------------------------1;1;. 
= EXTENT OF REACTION 3_ 
= EXTENT OF REA~TION 
------,-------- -- ·---5.921995 = EXTENT OF REACTION 
.. 
5 
ft:' ....... ' ' 














.ooo:521o • EXTENT OF REACTION 6 
oli0111'1ro-.--txf£NT-pr~EACTtoN·· --..,------------··-
.u17950 = EXTENT OF REACTION 8 
-PROD(fCTs·· OF' TH.E REA.CT IONS ARE AS FOL.:LOWS 
--- ---- --- _____ _..;. __ 
CCS.J 02 · · CO CO2 NZ NO N02 HZ S S02 SO:S . H2S --·--H20 
f a. .&OE+OO o39E-Olt o81E+a1 .38E+02 ~3&E-02 .98E-05 .55E-O~ .17E-02 ~32E-O:S .86E-07 o18E-01 o21E+02 
AMOUNTS OF EACH SPECIES TO BE REC~CLEO 
.79E-08 .&9::- ... 1 .45E-OS o95E..C10 .44E+D1. olo1E-C3 o11E-05 .6 .. E-0~ o20E-Q3 o3!1E-Olo .10E:-0! ___ ._2~_E-.02 _.2:5E+01 ___ _ 
HOLES TO BE PURGEO • .6DE+02 
HEAT OF REACTION• .111E+O? 
HEAT FOR TEMP ~ISE= .!111oE+06 
- COMPOSITION AFTER CYCLE 1 
NUM3ER OF SATISFIED_ C~~NENTS ___ 0 _ 
THE TOTAL FEEO IS 
· c·c~» 02 co CO2 NZ NO N02 HZ S S02 S03 H2S H20 a81E+01 o12E+02 .45E-05 .95E.+uD o!t3E+02 __ .lo1E-03_ o11E-05 •?~~~01_ o20E-01 o38E-C.4 .lOE-07 _.2_1E-D2 o18E+0_2 -·----------
191o0 .tl 0 
-------'---------------------------------------------EQUILIBR!UH CONSTANTS 
o122E+1~ ___ .267E+07 .135E-J2 .i.36E-01 .711E+J7 .843E+01 o283E-D2· .768E+O 7 
BHINCJ>= -.OD000452 3~AXIJl• 11.1 .. 000001 BHlN(Jt= -.9 .. 709809 9M4X(J)= 8.1 .. C.0Dlo52 
BHINtJ): -.Ctl41332 9MAXIJJ= 23.53890333 BNIN CJt= - • o o :i o ilit ,.-BHA·x c J > = 23. 53 eqf 3=-3-3--------------------'------------'---------------'---1 BHIN(J): -17.61292531 3MAXCJl= 5.94000639 BHIN(Jt,;·- ---- -.Ot:'003774 9MAXCJ>• oCZL2!;.'l72 
BHINCJJ: -.00000~01 3HAXIJI= .02C23~ .. 7 
BHIN(Jt= -.002~8856 3HAX(Jl= .cz=20072 1o 7 !Jo l,o Oo Do ~. Oo Oo o7E+03. ____________________ ___,, ________________ .; 9. 6 .sE+i11 .9E-D3 .RE-05 o6E+01 .1e::.."fj;"-:·.1E-07 .1E-111 olE+0-3 23. 5 a8E+01 ,9E-D3 .7E-05 .6~+01 .7E-04 -.1E-07 .1E-01 o8E+02 310 5 o8E+01 olE-02 .7E-05 .6E+01 .8E-Olo -.1.E-07 .zE-01 o6E+02 1tO. 5 .8E+01 o1E-02 .7£-05 .6E+01 .9E-P4 -.1E-07 .zE-01 .5E+02 50. 4 a8E•01 .1~-02 o7E-115 .&E+ll1 .9E-Olo -.1E-07 .zE-01 .5E+02 
59. It .8E+,1 olE-02 .7E-05 .&~•~1 o9E~O .. -.1E-07 o2E-u1 o5E+02~-----~------~-----~-------------~~-~ &8. 4 .8E•01 o1E-02 • 7E-05 .bf:+01 o9E-(lr. ::.1E:.:01-.2E-01-.4E+02 1°·,.-... ~.· 770 4 o8i+01 .1E-02 o7E-05 .&E+Ol o9E-C4 -.1E-C7 .ZE-01 o4E+D2 
• 85. 5 .8E•01 .1E-02 .&E.-05 .E,E+01 .1E-C3 -.lE-07 .zE-01 .c.E+:l2 ~ 93. 6 .aE•Ol o2E-02 .eE-05 .6E+01 .1E-C3 -.1E-07 o2E-J1 o2E+D2 
--·-- __ ----------- ,, 1040 3 o8E+01 .zE-02 .8E-05 06E+~1 o1E-C3 -.~E-u7 .2E-~1 o2E+02 
_u3. 3 08E•~.E-.O.L_.8E;-0~_.6e;+o,._.1E-C3_".'.•1E-07_.21:-111_.2E+02 
,,. 122• 3 o8E+01 o2E-~2 .aE-05 obE+31 .1E-C3 -.1E-07 .2E-01 .:~+02 
_ . 
,-,. 
··---····-·· ·- -----------;;.....,;.aiiii ___ _ 
. -- - ----- . 
·-- -~- ~--·-v--~- ·-· ~---~....- --
- ·:..·-,· __..~,;.:~.~.-;;,:.,:_., ____ ~ 
.. ,.,~.,; .... - -





131,_. __ 3 __ _ .S~+i11 .• 2E-02 .l!IE-e5 .6£•31 .1E-03 -.1E-07 .• 2E-01 .2E+02 
·3 .S£+C1 .zE-:12 .sE-05 .&E•C1 .1E-c3 -.1£-07 .2E-01 .2E•D2 1 .. 0. ----- - -----
c=,,__ _ _,,2~-•~-8;..~0 L__. 2 E-il 2 _._SE-0 5 ___ • 6E •l'1. __ .1 E-0 3_ - .1 E-C 7 __ ._2 E~_CI_L_o 2 E + O ---------------------------------------2 .8E+01 .2E-c2 .se-os .E,£+01 .1E-C3 -.1E-07 .2E-u1 .2E+02 
1,9. 
158. 
167. 2 .SE+D1 .ZE-02 .SE-0, .6E+Cl o1E-C3 -.1E-07 .2E-~1 .1E+02 
176. 2 .8E+01 .2E-C2 .eE-05 .6E+~1 .1E-C3 -.1E-C7 .2E-u1 .1E+OZ 
185. Z .sE+01 .ze-02 .l!IE-~S .~[+a1 .1£-03 -.11:.-tT .2E-~1 .1E+02 C 19 ... ·z .8E+J1 .2E-02 .9E-05 .6E+l1 o1E-t3 -.lE-07 .2E-~1 .1E+02 
i ::~:;~ ::~:;~ ::~:g! ::~:~t :i~:;~ ::i~=~~ =~~=~! :;~:~:-----------------------'·---'-----~----~,. 3 o!E+Ol .zE-uZ .9£-CS .bE•~l .1E-C3 -.1E-~7 .2E-w1 .9E+01 3 .SE:+t1 .2::-112 .9£-liS .1;,E .. Jl .1:::-r3 -.:.E-C7 .2E-1Jl .SE•01 





?J'). 3 .SE+Ul .2£-02 .q~-05 .OE•~l .1[-0! -.1E-u7 .ZE-U1 .7£+01 f C 2 .. il. 3 .eE+Dl .2£-~2 .9E-C5 .6E•J1 .lE- 0 3 -.lE-07 .2£-~1 .7E+01 257. 
~---"3'--_.~s E •: 1 __ • 2 E-i,_~. 9 E-C. 5_. 6£ + l 1 • 1 E-0 3 . .:- .11:.-0 7 • 2 E-C 1 • 7 E + ol 1-------------------------~-----------Zo&. 3 .SE:+01 .zE-w2 .9£-~5 .bE+ul .1E-r3 -.1£-07 .zE-Jl .6E+J1 C 275. 3 .s::+01 .2£-:2 .9£-05 .b:+11 .1E-r3 -.1.:-01 .2E-;1 .6E+J1 
283. ._ .aE+C1 .2£-02 .9E-C5 .6E+J1 .!E-C3 -.lE-~ 7 .zE-wl .5E+01 












-.93;+ y C - • •u ':: !:O o ____ -_._ 1._~ t. + ~ J ---- _ - • 12 E + ~ l._. _ --- • 7 w::: +., ~ __ ._1i~u----~· E,_O~Q~-----------------------
EXTENT OF ~~ACTION 
s.139'313 EXTENT OF REACTION 2 
---------~·~?~D~2~'"-9·~'"~-=--E.=XT...E!i_l____Q_f_RE.A~T I.O~~--------- ____ -------------------------------------
.uDCJ.J9 EXTENT OF RfACTIO~ .. 
s 
• !l DL l!l io = EXTENT OF RE ACT I_O_N. _ __,E,'------------------------------------~--'------------
~-~D~ltO = EXTENT OF REACTIO~ 
.~19150 = EXTENT OF REACTION 
PltOQUCTS OF THE REACTIONS A8E As FQI.J..O~S 
_CCSL_ oz co CO2 NZ 
•• .67E•fitl .92E-O i. .91E•01 .43E:Hi2 
.79E-08 .70E-01 .951:+illi • 4 .. E•"1 
MOLES TO BE PURGED= e61!1f•02 
~EAT OF REACTION= .111E+D7 






NOZ H2 s soz S03 HZS HZO 
.1DE-Oio .1ZE-D3 o95E-D3 .11oE-i:3 :o. ,;21E-01 .z .. E+OZ 
.11E-05 .13E-Olt .99E-Olt. .1SE-!'.'1t .79E-0S .22E.-02 .25E+01 
J. 
_____________ _..o~eos.IT..I.ON.AFT.EIL ............ ...,... __ ....__ ___ -,---------------'------'--------'--------'-------.....;..---~~ NUl'l'JER OF SAT ISFIEO COMPONEN.T S _13 ~ 
____ THE TOTAL FEED IS 
c,s, oz __ _c_g ___ coz ___ NZ ____ No _____ .Not_ 11z_. ___ s_ ____ soz so, 11zs ____ Nto ___________ _ 
.a1E•11 .12e:+02 .96£-05 .<;JSE•OO ... 3E•D2 .3DE-1!3 .11E-05 .59E•1l1 .20E~o1 .15E-D'e .79E-119 .zzE-DZ . • 1aE+02 














.38DE+06 o156E+D1 o198E-03 
R~INCJ)z -.OC~J0957 3HAX1Jl= 8.14000J01 
~~INCJ): -.947J9708 3~AXIJI= 8o14D~"957 
9MIN(Jt= -.oo:30211 3HAX(JI= 23.53919762 
RHIN!JI: -.CCJOC106 9HAX1Jl= 23.53919762 
a:1:tN«J>= -17.&12sc .... -6~·uxtJ1= ;;·.-9 .. or1273 
e~IN(J>= -.J'°J01 .. 77 3~AX1Jl= .J2C09S72 
S~INIJI= -.0.00j~Q1 9~AXtJI= .C2"113 .. 9 
BHINCJ>= -.J~221155 ~MAX(J)= .czo~~S72 
1. 7 o. t. O. o. C. ~. ,. .&E+D3 9o 6 .6E+D1 .1e:-c2 -~1E-C'-. o6E+D1 .1c.-O'- -.!!E-J!I .ZE-01 o3E+03 
-21. 6 .8E+C1 ~3E-il2 .zE-C'+ ··:i;E+Oi .6E-C4 -.SE:-08 .lE-01 ___ .2E+!l3 ------------- ------- ----- --- ---
31. 6 .se:+01 .3E-!12 .1e:-04 .se:+~1 .7E-Clo -.se:-o, .2E-01 .2E+03 
40. 6 .&E+Cl .1oE-C2 .1E-~ ... &E+~l .9E-D4 -.dE-08 .2E-~1 .1E+D3 
49. & .8E+01 .1oE-~2 .1E-~4 .6E+01 .1E-:3 -.eE-08 .2E-01 o1E+03 
58. & o8E+il1 .1oE-02 .lE-0'- .6E+01 olE-(3 -.SE-CS .2E-01 .eE:+02 67. 5 .ee:+01 .sE-02 .1E-il4 .&E+~l .1E-~! -.8E-O~ .2E-~1 .&E+02 ______ _ 
--76. 5 .8E-+il1- .se:-.:.2 ol<.-C4 .&E+~l .11o-c3 -.sE-08 .zE-ul .5E+02 
as. 5 .8~+01 .&E-02 .1~-C'+ .&E+Ol .1E-C! -.eE-08 .2E-~1 .SE+02 
94. 5 .8E+01 .&E-02 .1E-~1o .6E+J1 olE-03 -.8E-J8 .2E-J1 o4E+02 103. 5 .SE:+01 .6E-02 olE-C~ .6E+01 o1E-r3 -.SE-CS .zE-01 o4E+02 112. 5 .SE+Cl .7E-02 .1~-01o .&L+Jl olE-03 -.bE-OS .2E-01 .3E+02 
120. 5 .sE+Ol .9E-02 .1E-c1o .6£+01 .1£-~3 -.8E-~S .ze:-01 .2E+02 
129. 5 .8E+Oi-.1E~01 .2E-01o .&E+Ol .9E-G4 -.8E-ilS .2<.-y1 .2E+02 
136. 5 .s::+,1 .1e:-01 .2E-u1o .&E+Ol .eE-04 -.SE-CS .2E-Cl .2E+02 11+1~--5- .aE+Jl .1E-D1 .2£-0'- .&E•Ol .dE-L'- -.oE-OS .2::-~1 .2E+~2 
156. 5 .8E+01 .2E-ul .3~-04 .&E+~l .dE-0 .. -.SE-OS .2E-01 .2E+u2 
165. 4 o8E•D1 .2£-01 .3t-t4 .&E+Jl .st-~4 -.SE-08 .2E-01 o2E+02 171+. 4 .8E+J1 .ZE-01 .3E-O'+ .6£+01 .SE-~'+ -.ee:-~s .2E-J1 .2E+02 
193. It • 8E+C1 • 2£-:_0 ~3E-O._--.&!:.+D1--. 6 E-C i.--.8t.-C S .2E-u1-. 2£+02 
192. 4 .SE+01 .ZE-Cl .3£-L~ .6e:+,1 .eE-~4 -.oE-08 .2E-Y1 o2E+02 201. 4 .BE•01 .2E-u1 .3E-OI+ .&E+~1 .9E-u4 -.SE-OS .2E-J1 .2£+02 




228. f+ o6E+li1 o2E-.Q.). __ ._4~-t~_6E.+il1 .9E-~4 -.SE-08 .2E-J1 .2E+D2 ________________________ ~---------....;..--i 237. I+ .s::+;;1 .2E-!J1 ... e:-ci. .6E•il1--.9E-C4-.:-.et.-08 .2e:- .. 1 .2E+02 
Z•6• ~ .~f•ill .~E-tl .1+(-04 .&tt01 .9[-n4 -.s!:.-0~ .?E-ul .2E•02 
255. I+ eSE+J1 o2E-01 ol+E-0'+ .&[+ill ol!:.-03 -.8(-06 .2E-01 .2<.•0l 
261+. f+ o8E+01 .ZE-01 o4E-G4 .&E+~l .1E-C3 -.BE-OS .2E-u1 .2E+OZ 
273. I+ .sE+ill .2e-01 .l+E-01+ .&!:.+01 .1£-03 -.se:-oa .2E-u1 .2E+02 2a2. f+ .8E+01 .ze-01 .4E-04 .&E+01 .1E-~3 -.SE-08 .2E-~1 .2E+OZ _______________________________ '----------~"SJ 291. f+ .sE•Oi~e:=o 1--.'eE...:·o-;;-. &i.+01--.1e:...:c 3 --_ .ee.-r s-.2E-ca -. 2E+D2 :I'->':-. 30Q. It .8E+01 oZE-01 o'+'o-C'- .6E+J1 .1E-03 -.oE-CS .2~-u1 .2E+D2 
309. 4 .8E+L1 .2£-01 .1+E-01+ .&E+Jl .lE-1!3 -.6E-06 .2E-01 .2E+02 
--~.!!~1E-:112 -.45E-01 -.83E-G3 .57E+DC .17E+D1 
• 
G 
-.,---------"'c..-1!!..CJJ !1 ll -~ lffE.NJ_QL ~ E. ACT l_ON __ 1 _________ _ 
________ J __ . __ _ 










- ."· ·-_,,,._:-~, __ ;-~~-·:..-:··-•• ~':N>..I ~- -
: .:;--~:.· .. ~~i{,~~s..'.g'_.~~-~~":'.~,_. _'., ~n--. • 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------
----------'-- ----- --
a.139D O O = EXTENT OF REACTION 2 
--------~0.J-9~9_5_=--- Elt:TEN.LOl" ___ RE.ACI_I,ON_ .. ~ 
oOOG036 = EXTENT OF REACTION ,. 
-~--- ---· -
5.921301t = EXTENT OF ~EACTION 5 
.11011111~ =- El!t!C:MI ~AC.ilQ1 
-•UO~t,".'O = EXTENT OF Rf ACTION 7 
0018332 & EXTt:.NT 
-OF RE'ACTION 8 
PRODUCTS OF THE REACTIONS A~E AS FOL~S'.---------------------------'-,----------------------------------













.12::-03 o • 
S03 H2S 
.21E-01 
AMOUNTS OF EACH SOECIES TO ~ECYC~ED~------'-----------'-----------------------•79E-08 .69E-u1 .• 11E-03 .95E+ .. O .1+ .. E+o:. .2_1E-02 .39E-05 .39E-OI+ •. 17E-03 .12::-01+ .79E-08' .21E;;.az---:--:-zsE+01 
'-
HOLES TO BE PURGEO = .68E+02 
I 
HEAT OF REACTION= .111E+C7 8: ------H-EAT FOR TE:1° RISE= .1!l&E+07 
____________ ____t:01'POSUIJlli ___ A_f:_TE~_CYC_L.~--=3-----------------------------------------,------13 . ---------










_______ THE TOTAL FEED IS 
C(SI · 02 co COJ~ N...2_ ---~.o "102 H2 S S.02 so~ H.2S !:f2_0~------------.81E•D1 .12E+02 .11E-03 .95E+JO o'+3E+02 .21E~C2 .39E-05 .59~+01 .ZOE-01 ~12::-01+ o79E-08- .21E~02 o18E~02 
H~AT OF REACTION= .111E+C7 
_ijEAT FOR TEMP RISE= o10&E+Q7 
' 
-------------·-- -----------------------·--------------------------------------------D 
FINAL DATA SUH~ARY --------·- f 
FLAHE TEHPERATURE = 23000:J DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
---- -~--------HEAT OF REAc..I.10l,l1.:==---_..•_.1..,1,..1..,c:""""+.,,c.,_7 _________________________________ ..,..... ___________ ..;__..;_ __________ -t:~ HEAT FOR TEMP ctISE= .1or,£+07 
~-THE FRESH FEEO IS 












·- ---- -- !-
. ··- ·----------------









































































































- -- .. ....... : --·---· 
-- -------------- ------------
J. .J .1..· 
,$1 /31) .• .I~? 





._877E-01 .171E-D1 J.PC:.~), /Ot/{".3 • 
----- -------- ,OIP{30};__-- - .S_!-____________ _ 
.1&&E-Ll o323E-04 



















BELQM ARE LISTED R'E:SPECTIVELY, FOR EACH SPECIES, G11AH NOLES PURGED, ANO STP VOLUME OF AMOUNTS PURGED AN-~El:'fCLEO. e 
CCSJ 02 co CO2 NZ NO N02 HZ S S02 S03 H2S H20 
.&aE-07 .S9E+DO o90E-03 .81E+D1 .38£+02 .111E-C1 .• 3r.E-Or. .34E-~3 .15E-02 .11E-03 .&8E~D7 .18E-01 .~1E+02 G 
.....!~2!=~~-=""-"<..!...l""'---"--'--"'-'=-,._,,'--~'-""""-'-"--''--_._==-''-=-'=----"~'-"'--"-~--'"'-'2-~il __ • ?__91;_ "'..O~o 13 E.=.!!.__Z • 91 E"" 0 r. • 5 9E- 07 .1 &E-0 1 _ .• 1~ E +O 2-=------------..;.._-J S9E-07 ~S1E+ i0 • 7!1E-O 3 .7DE+01 .33E+!l2 ~1sE-01 
• .&aE-08 
o59E-D1 .91E-O<+ .aze+co o38«a+01 .1eE-02 .Jr.E-05 .Jr.E-;r. .1st-03 o11E~O~ o68E-D~ o18E-OZ oZ1E+01 
• THE TOTAL STP YQLUHE TO BE PUR~ED IS ---- - ________________ ..;..._;;......;.;..ell!'.: 
G 





















THE TOTAL STP VOLUHE TO 9E RECYCLED IS o683E+01 




io027 CP SECONDS COMPILATION TI~E 12.26.12. 
12.26.13.LG0.:-------------
-12;-2-r.-o O • c. lC IT 
-- ----, r 
12.27.ijl.EXECUTION COST OF' THIS JOB $. 
12.27.01.PRIORITY SYSTE~ RESOURCE UNITS 
4.17 <IIO COST NOT INC~) 
43.91 
12.27.Cl.AUTHORIZED ~ALANCE IS $ 2.1 q O. 31_1 
12.27oD1.CP loJo1&8 SEC. 
12.27.01.?P 1&.123 SEC_•~---------
--- ---12.39.llo. TWASH78 001241 LINES PRitiTED 111 END OF LIST Ill 
_..,_.. --~ ~•••-L .... __ • • •• :•_ • ..... ,.,...~,.' 
...... ~- .~··z-_.-. 




























____ -. __ J 
'··'·--, -·=J 
~-
. ' .. ,.,_ -
_j·~ ·"=- ~·-' -














































•••• "FORt'IAT CCNTROL SUP~FSSED •••• 
CAPBAGE TRACE 
PPOGRAH GA""'lAGE (INPUT. OUTPUTI 
FXTEQNAL FNTX 
C NS TS THE NU~~ER OF CHEHTCAL SPFCTES. 
C N~EACT IS T~E NU~BER OF REACTIONS. 
c THE REAcT!o" oF ·c· .. u2 02·foR~INGcci:1usr-AoPfAR A-s-r11e: FIQsr RiN • 
C IN ACCOU~TI~G FOR LATENT HEAT QF VAPORIZATION OF WATER. IT HAS BEEN 
C 11.~CESSAPY TC STIPULATE THAT THE LAST CHEMICAL SPECIES MUST BE WATER. 
C YOU HUST HAVF WATEq AS T~E LA~T CHEHJCAL SPECIES 0~ CHA~GE ~VAP TOO 
C HVAP !S IN CALORIES PER GRAM "10LE nF WATFR. 
C ~ECYCLE OATIO lS OFFTNED ,.ERF AS T~E RATIO OF HOLES OF RECYCLF GAS C TO T~E HOLFS OF FOES~ •EFO. 
C llll!TlAL AHcc,~s 0F EACH s 0 ECIF5 FED IN HUST BE GRAM "'OLES. 
PAGE 1 
r 
I OI•ffNSIOII: '?(20lo712~1.YIZJl,RVIZJ1,91":!Nl201o91'AX(2CloP!i.OOloAl20o2 t 1Cil oACl2J,2CI 
. 
·----·--,....;,. l 
OI,.E111ST01'. '""1!1 ?Cl ,R,.A!"'Ol ::::i;: f 
·nI'1ENSION SLOPE(2:il,YINTCP1201,'-IEAT!2Cl (+} 
".II!"ENSI01' ~"IS2<2ill,VOL(20l,VOLSTP12Cl :;r OI!"ENS!Ot- AI..PHt 12~1,BETA!2Jl,GAl1"1A(2GI ,HARIC(201 0 NPR!201 '1:J . 
nI!"ENS!ON DELHCL 12Cl .TGUESSF Ii.Cl ~ !)!!"C-NSIC" eox1201.Nt.!":IZCl,RECYl2('1 
·-------'"1-
DI!'f""NSTON FEEl"J!2Cl ,QfCYL IZC> ,XXN(9C,2CI -------· -----------------'-----------------(1) __ 1, OI!"ENS1~" SPUDGE!2Gl,TSPV')ll2CloTPEVOLl20l -- 0 
COl'!!"ON/TloiO/XN(?O>.EflUIL<ZOloSTOI<:!?!lo21ll 
_ ~. '· COMHON/T~REE/NS ~ ( CCHHON/FCUP/NSOLIZ~I oGASIZOI 
--CD . ( 
_____ 3:,.:,,,0 _______ ~_JCCUNT=O 
~ RECYCLE=~.6D 
PRINT 1 
OEIIO 2o111S 0 NR 
NR!::ACT = NI:! - 1 
----~.J ___ .;__ _____ .;__ _____ READ 1t;!)Q, (NAHF(.Jl_,J=l,NS) 
'f-
C NSnL DFSIGNATES IF S0£CIAL CALCULATIONS REGARDING SOLID-GAS t C OEACTJONS AOE NECESSAQY. t C NSOL=1 ~EANS COHDONENT rs A SOLID 
- - ----···- f C NSOL=-1 HEJU.·S CO"'PDNENT IS GASEOUS 
C DATA PFQCJf.'CMFNT---~UST WRITE REACTIONS SO THAT P.EAC1IONS WITH t 
------------'c OEACTANTS WHTCH ARE ORODUCTS __ QF_QJ_H_E~ _ _!lE_AC:_TtON:L_A_!>PEAR.__ALU:ll_~t.: ..... _ ___: ___ .;__ ______________________ e 
C---THOSE REACTIONS. 
·--------- l·-
C DATA RFClJlPEHEt.:T--CONCERNING THIS. THE REACTIONS HUST PE IN 
C I11:1E!)IATE SE''lt•ENCE. 
---------C NP'l=+l !"EANS THF COHPONFNT APPEARS BOTH AS A PRODUCT ANO A 
- ----- f' 
.. o 
REACTANT JIii THF REACTION SYSTEH REl'IIIG STUDIED. ___ . ___ "'• C _NP'l=-1 _ !"FANS T .. E COMPONENT APPEARS- ON-LY AS PEACTAlll'T IN THE r· 
C ~~ll~!I~N=S~!r• 
·------.------------' __ ··. ·, .·•·.· 
READ 3, eL~A(IJ, RETAII>o GAHHA<I>, HARIC<I>, NSOLII>, NPR(IJ 
_ _ _ _ 
P~TNT 300~.IILPHA(Tlol\£TA(TI.GAHHA1Il 0 HA~l((IJ,NAHE<I> 
-----~-----~'J COIIITINL'f . . _ 









' C I 0 
I C i 













..,...---;- -- --~ --.- - - _.., - - ~---:: -











00 50 J = 1,N~[ACT 
READ 1,.cSTOICCJ.I>.I=!,NSI 
COC 6&00 FTN V_3.~-P33& OPT=O 071'0'3'73 10.:!9.01. 
_ ?RH!T ... (ST0IClJ,!1oI=1oNS) _________________ _ 
50 CONTINUE 
Tt<E LllST C4PO (Pf'loll CO~ITAINS THE INITIAL NO~BER OF GRAl1 MOLES 




PP !lllT 15 C 2 • f NA~E f J > • J= lo 'IS I - . ------------ -- -- ---·----'----------------~-------------r-PR INT :!OC7.<~T0I':"fNO,IJ.I=1,NS> 




, 61 CO~TINU':: 
TS~~T= C. 0 
--- L 
00 777'3 1-=!,"'S 
--- ------- -·-----------------------1' •EEC(Ml=ST~IC(NR,MI TSUHT=TSU~T+FEEDf~I 75. 777g CONTINUE 
T"!E"" = 2<;!'.~ 
---~1u0<-------C T.l._ IS T~E .,.EED TE~OERATUR.E~---------
T1 = TREF 
C TGUESSF IS THE Flt.HE TE11PERATU~E I"I DEGREES FAH~N'iEIT. 
JN=1 










PRINT 19285• TGUESSF(JN> 





. . -----1 T GUESS= l "TG L'E SS F ( .J II: I - 3 Z • Q I • 5. 0 I' 9. 0 • 2 7 3 ~ 1 
00 6C J = 1.NPEACT 
BNINfJl =-1C!!O. C 
BNAX (Jl = •1 ODO. 0 
BV(Jl = 1.0 
60 CO'ITINUE 
PRI"IT "3:JOS 









______ C ECUILIJl AP£ TliE f"QUILI91UUl1 CONSTANTS FO!t EACH RE~CT.IONo 
00 1c; J = 1,NRFACT 
EQUIL(.JJ=10o .. 1SLOPElJ1l'TGUESS +_YlNTCPl.U J __ 



















































----------- - - --------
-- --- --- ---- --------------























______ _._52_6E•IU-----~""'-• 1 CO E-,O 3 _ ----- ~ 3 &C ~ + 0 5_ _______ -..1. ___ _ S. - - ----- -------------------------
- .UOE+02 .te8E-C2 -.184E+0_6 _ -1 S02 
.t39E+OZ .610E-02 -.322E+06 -i S03 
______ _.f,66E~01---'------ • 513E'.""t'2 _______ -~8S~E-06---'--------1----~- HZS __ - __ ------------------'-----------
• 7'.!'0E+Ol 
·ccs, 02 co CO2 NZ "10 
-1.0 -.5 1.0 -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-=.11.~s~ •. o_.1. a___-.Jl.!!_.., o. o 
-a.a -.5 -o.o -o.o -.5 1.c 
-o.o -.5 -o.o -o.o -o.o -1.0 
-o·.-o -.5 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-a.o -1.0 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-o.o -.5 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
-~o .. .o_:.0._n__.,,0.0 _-o •. o __ -o.1L _ -_o ._a 
.CCSJ 1)2 co CO2 












o • -1 HZO 
HZ. S S02 S C3 HZS H20 
-O.O -O.O -0.0 -i~o -li.C -0.Q 
-~o.o_-o.o ___ -a.a._.~a_.o·_-_o.o_-=-0.,0 ________ ---'-___ -~----''------------------------
-0.0 -o.o -o~o -o.o ~o.c -o.o 
-o.o -G.O -o.o -c.o "'-O.t -o.o 
-1.0 -o.o -o.o -o~o -o.o 1.0 
-G.o -1.0 1.0 -o.o -~.o -o.n 
-o.o -0.il -1.0 i.ti -~-~ -o.o 
-1.0 __ -1.a_-0.0 _ -_o.o _ 1.0 .. -o.o _____ . ____ --------------~---------------
.,0 "102 s soz S03 H2S HZO 
.300 -0.000 -o.ooc 
HZ 


































--.iZ2E-•1i - --.-267E+D7 .1:!5E-C2 .1t36E-01 
""tNtJI• -o.~oooor,o n~A~1Jt2 s.1 .. oocooo 
ftMIN(J)• -o.~cococoo RMAXIJ)& 11.1 .. 00LD~o 
BNINCJ)= -o.ooocoooo SMAX(Jl= .&co~co~o 
BNYNlJI= -O.DODCOCDD 9HAXIJl= .&CODCOOO 
--81'r°NCJ)=-----t5.160CO t 00 BMAX I Jl =·----5. 9,.000 0 CO 
e"rN<Jl= -o.oootcooo qMAXIJ>= .02occ~:o 
8NINCJ1= -o.tOOGDfJO 9~AXIJ1= .JZGCCC~C 
8MINlJ>= -c.oocccc'o s~AxlJl= .u2c~,ooo 
1. 7 0. C. 0. C. 0. ~. 0. 
·9. 7 .&E-0,. .2E-O,. .!'E-!'5 .6E+ll1 .2(-0c. .&E"-05 __ ._3E~O,. 17. -7--_-2£-02 .2F-~3 .?E-0" .6E+01 .~E-03 .2E-D,. .JE-03 
25. 7 ... ~-01 .E,E-03 .JE-C,. .&E+01 .lE-02 .2E-O,. .zE-02 
33. 7 -~E+OO .1F-02 .ze:-o• .€,E+01 .~E-02 .SE-05 .&E-02 
.. 1. 7 .IIE•01 .7E-O!-O. .&E+Ol .ZE-02-0. .lE-01 
59. 6 .RE+01 .7E-03 .!lE-07 .6E+01 .1E-C2 .5E-07 .!E-u1 
67. 6 .•E+Ol .FE-03 .RE-CF .6£+01 .1E-C2 .5F-06 .2E-~1 
--76.--~-~•E•Ol .6E-03 .1E-J5 .6E+D1 
116. "' .IIE+D1 .E:.F-J3 .1E"-05 .f-E+Ol 
95. .. .•E+01 .SE-01 .1E-OS .FE•O! 
10,. .. .!lE+Ol .se:-03 .1e:-oc; .6E+C1 
113. .. .IIE+Dl .SE-03 .!E-05 .EE+Cl 
122. .. .eE•01 .SE-n! .2c--:ic; .FE+ul 
131. .. .IIIE+:ll .SE-03 .zE-05 .6E+01 
1,0. .. .l!E+Ol .SE-03 .2E-05 .FE+Ol 
1 .. 9. .. .l'E+Ol .sE-03 .2e:-oc; .6F+01 
1'i9. .. .~£•01 .5E-03 .2E-:l5 .E-E+01 
161'. .. .IIE+D1 .Sf-03 .2E-:l5 .6E•:1 
.!E-L2 




• 1E- 0 2 
• :.E- G 2 
.1E-C2 




• 7E+D 3 
... f + 0 3 
• 3E + C 3 
• 2E + 0 3 
• 1E + 0 3 
• !.£+ C .3 
• 7E + ~ 2 
.f,f+02 
• E,f + J 2 
• E-E • ~? 
• 6E + :J 2 
• 6E + il 2 
.6E•02 
• SE+ !J 2 
• 5f + !J 2 
• "'f + 0 2 
• &:;£ + D 2 
.2113f-OZ • 76SE+07 
- ---- -----------
175. I, .!IE+D1 .c:E-~3 .2E-05 .&ftJl 
193. 7 ~IIE+01 .SF-!13 .3f-05 .6E+:l1 
• :.E- 0 2 
.1e:-r2 
.1E-02 





















.5E•02 ________________________________________ _ 
19,. , .IIE+Dl .SE-(l3 .3E-.l5 .f-E•01 
203. .. .IIE+D1 .SE-D~ .!E-:JS .f,f+!ll 
212. .. .IIE+!!l .SE-03 .:'!E-O'i .f.F+Ol 
221. 3 .IIE+D1 .SF-03 .3E-ol5 .6E+:l1 
230. ___ 3_.IIE+Ol .SE-ol3 .3F-~S .F,E+ul 
239. °' .l'E+D 1 • SE-D 3 • 3E- "5 • H""+ !l 1 
2,11. ~ .•F+Gl .5E-03 .3E-05 .6E+01 
257. 3 .IIE•Dl .SE-03 .!E-05 .6E+01 
26&. 3 .1!~+01 .i:;E-03 .3£-05 .6f+C1 
2rs. 3 .IIF+u1 .SE-03 .3E-CS .6E+01 
211,. 3 .IIE+D1 .SE-03 .3F-05 .f,£•01 
293. 3 .IIE+Ol .'iE-03 .3£-~5 .f.F+01 
302. 3 -"E•01 .SE-03 .3£-05 .6F+01 
-.69E+0D -.13E+CO .20E-L1 
• 1E-C 2 
• 1E- C 2 




• 1E- 0 2 
• 1E-C 2 
.1E-C2 






fl. 1,0000 = EXTENT CF P.E l!CTIO"I 1 
·------
s.13qq57 a EXTENT OF PEIICTTON 2 
• IIDll5C6 = EXTENT OF P.EIICTION 3 
.OtJODD3 = £X1"ENT OF P.EACTTO"I .. 
• ,.E • 0 2 
.ltf+J2 
• lof + 0 Z 
• l+E + 0 2 
• "E + C 2 
.JE+J2 
.1f+~2 
• 3E + 0 2 
• 3E + 0 2 
• !£ • 0 2 
.2£-Jl -~F.+!32 
• 2 f - G 1 • ?f + 0 2 





- --S.92.1222 = ~XTE"NT 0~ PEIICTION 5 
. ------·---------------'-~------------
-.25E+li0 






























~ ---·--- _ ..... '·' ~-· ... ··:.,~: 
. .:. . 
---------------·-----------------,--------
.000972 • EXTENT OF REACTION 6 
.000000 = EXTENT OF PEACtION 
.018029 = EXTFNT 0~ REACTIO~ 
PRODUCTS OF THE .REACTIONS ARE AS FOLl:OWS 
·-- -- ____ ,_ ·- -----·----
ccs, ·oz 
O. . ___ .611E+QO 
7 
8 
----------·- -··· co 
... 3£-04 
CO2 NZ NO N02 HZ S . S02 
.!11EH!1 .• 30E•OO .50E-03 ."31E-05 .75E-03 _.10E-02 .97E-03 




o 1..8E-.O L _. 21E+Q2_. ______ _ 
__ ....2..zE:: O]'___,._lt_'1E.!_Q O , 3 5E..-: 0 It --· 67E+01 · • 2.5E + 0 0_.41E ~-o L_._2__~2_5_._6 2£- C 3.---.J5 ZE:- 0.3.~ !lO E.- 0 3.. _ . 25E. -a f, _ _.._iS.~--i.l.EiD'-----~------, 
MOLES :ro· BE PURGED= .5 .. E+Cl 
HEAT OF REACTION= .111E•07 
HEAT FO~ TEHP RISE= .516E•O~ 
CO!t4>0S IT TON AFTER CYCLE 1 
. -- ____ NUl"'lER OF S~TISFIEO .COJ1PONErn:_s~--~D~·-
THE TOTAL FEED IS 
ccs, 
.91E+D1 
02 CO CC2 N2 NO N02 H2 S S02 S03 H2S HZO 
• .J..Zf. + llZ _ ~- 15E.-0 't_ __ • 6 7 E_ + 01_ _ -· 5 5 E + D. 0 _ • 4·1 E - 0 3---..2!,E. ~ 05 _ ·-'-· 5.9.E +_Oi_a..2.1. E-c.Q:J..._. 8.a.E- li.3 _ _._25£ -D.f,_..,_j_Sc:..0 ... 1..__._ .... 3u:Z"'E;..:!:~r..,2'-------------\ 
-- --- I TGUESSF= 1940.00 
---------------- ... - ·- -· -· ---- -------------EQUIL IqPIUI" CONSTANTS 
.1~2E+1D .267E+07 .135E-C2 .436E-G1 .711E+07 o843E+01 .283E-02 
B"INl.JJ= -.00003538 
9MJ'!fJ): -6.68511G113 
_BMicN(JJ_,. ____ - .• D0041298 
8HIN(J)= -.oooooz5q 
BlfINC.J>= -32 • 4 7518 43-=t 
8"INCJ>= -.00079799 
81(INlJ>= -.OOOOOC25 






















___ 1. ---~_L_ ___ o. c. c. o. o. __ o_. ____ ..... &t+oi _________________________________ --'----
9. 7 .IIIE+01 -.4E-03 -.3E-05 .6E+01 -. sE-c3 -.zE-06 .2E-01 .3E+03 
20. 6 .l'E•01 -.4E-03 -.3E-OE • 6F+ 01 -.BE-03 .zE-05 .2.E-01 .2E+03 
!II. 7 .IIIE•D1 -. :!f-03 -.3E-05 .6E+01 -.7E-03 -.2E-O& .1E-01 .1E+J3 
1o1. 5 .8E•01 -. 3E-03 -.3E.-05 .6F+01 -.7E-03 -.zE-06 .9E-Oi .~E•OZ 
lt9. 5 .8E+01 -.3E-03 -.2E-05 .6E+01 -.7E-03 -.ZE-OS .1E-0.1 .6E+OZ 
__ 59. _ __s_ .8E•01. -.3'E-03 -. 2E-ll S .6E+0.1 
68 • 3 .8.E+01 -.3E-03 -.zE-05 a6F+01 
-.7E-03 -.ZE-06 _ a1E-D1· .. _.5E+D2 ___ . ____ . 
-.7E-03 -.ZE-06 .tE-ill .5F+02 
77. 3 .eE+01 -.3E-03 -.2E-05 .6E+01 -.7E-Ol -.ZE-OS a1E-01 .~E+02 
116. 3 .IIIE+01 -.3E-03 -.ZE-05 .6E+01 -.7F-~3 -.ZE-06 .tE-01 .SE+02 
9ft • -- 5 .8E•01 -.:!E-03 -.zE-05 .6E•01 -.7E-03 -.zE-0& .1E~G1 .4E+02 
103. 5 .81:•01 -.3E-03 -.2F-IJ'S .f>F+D1 -.7F-O~ -.2E-~6 .1E-J1 .3E+02 
.113. 3 • 8E+01 -.3E-Ol -.2E-IJ5 .GE•Ol -.7E-03 -.2(-0& .1c-01 a3E•62 
··-·---··· -------~----.122. :, .1'1E+01 -.3E-03 -.zE-0'5 • GE+ 01 -.7E-03 ~-ZE-0& .lE-01 ~3E+02 






















·,-~---~~·--.... ---·-~- ~-·{',,-"•"'"--. . ' . -. .. -...... ___ ·- -:.:.. 
--- - - - ----------------------
---- ------------------"'---------------------
1n. ·! - .a1:+01 -.:"E-0~ -.2E-05 .EE•01 -.7E-03 -.2E-O& .1.E-01 .3E+!lZ 
-- --·-- ----------1, •• "! e llE•O t -.3E-03 -.2f'-O'E .&F+01 -.TF-0:! -. ZE-0& .1F-C!1 • ?F+O 2 ,, .. 3_ •"E•O l -.3E-03 -.?.E-ao; • bE"• 0 1 -. 7'£-03 -.ZE -Oh • 1F -0 1 • ::or• CZ 
-
-
- --------159. 3 .llE+01 -.3E-03 -. ZE-0 5 .e.E:+01 -.7E-03 -.ZE-On olf"-01 • ?E • 02 166. 6 .SE•Ot -. 3E-C!::S --ZF-05 .6F+01 -. 6E-u 3 -. ZE-06 .1E-Ot • <!E + 0 2 175. s .flf."+01 -. 3£-0"3 -.zE-O'E .f,f"+01 -. 6E-O 3 -.:>E-!l6 .1E-:l1 • 1E• !l 2 185. 3 •"E•01 -.3E-:J3 -.ZF-0': • 6E • 0 1 -.&E-J3 -. n:-,& • 1 <"-,J 1 .1E+:z 19 ... 3 .IIE•Ol -.::SE-03 -.ZE-O'E -EE+01 -. &E-C 3 -.ZE-06 .1E-,l1 • 9E • 01 203. 2 .!IE•lll -.~E-03 -.zE-OS • &E• il 1 -. 6E-03 -.ZE-:J5 .1E-C1 .8E+Jl. 212. 2 •"E+01 -.:!E-03 -.ZE-0': .6E+01 -.&E-03 -.ZE-On • !E-01 • BE+ 0 1 
221. 2. • 8E•01 -.3E-!:3 -.ZE-05 .&E+Ol. -.6E-C3 -.Zf-J& .1E-:a ... E.01 
·--- ----- ·-238. 2 •"F•D1 -.::SE-OJ -.ZE-O'E .&E+01 -. of-O ::s -.;>,-j'i .1E-Ol .7,•Jl 
239. 2 • l'E• 01 -. 3£-0 3 -.ZE-05 • r,r+ 01 - • <,E -.:. 3 -.2[-.i'i .1E-Ol • 7E + J 1 2,7. 5 .IIE+Q1 -.3£-[_IT -.ZE-05 .E,E:+01 -. &E-0 3 -.ZE-06 .1E-Ol .7E+Jl 256. .. .IIE+01 -. ZE-03 -.ZFC-::J'; .6E+Ol -.6E-C3 -.ZE-:JS .1E-Jl • 7f + J-1 ~--266. 
___2 ___ 
·"f"•01 -.2E-03 -.2E-~5 - 6E + 01 -.&E-03 -.ZE-J& .!E-01 • 7E + J l 275. 2 .IIF•01 -.ZE-03 -.2E-'l5 • GE+ C 1 -.6E-J3 -.21:- .. 6 .1!::-01 • f,f + 0 1 28 ... 2 .8£+01 -. 2E-~'3 -.2€'-0C: .f-E+Jt -. &E-C 3 -. ZE-:!6 .:.E-C1 • 6E" + C 1 293. 2 • "f"•O 1 -.21:-0"3 -.ZE-!IS .f.E+Ol - • GE- 0 3 -.2E-Jt'. .1E-J1 • E,E' + C 1 302. 2 •"-E•G1 -. 21:-0"3 -.ZE-05 • f-E •ii 1 -.6E-C3 -.ZE-0& .1E-01 • &E + l! 1. 
-.ZS£•01!_ 
-
-.17E"•!!1 -.111~. co .2!1E-C1 -.16£+~1 -.'51E-01 __ -.1':!E+OO 
EXTENT OF REACTION 1 
S.13~':l8S = EXTENT OF PE"ACTION 2 
--'--------~~00233 = EXT~NT OF REACTION 3 
---- - -- ... -- --------------~----------------
-.oaooo2 = EXTFNT OF REACTION .. 
'>• 92&0C1 - EXTENT OF RE ACT I ON 5 
' 
----------~• OOC 5&-t__ = ~XTENT_Of_ RE ACT! ON __ & __ --------------- '--------------------------------------,1, 
-. ~00000 = EXTENT OF REACTION 7 
.01i.577 = EXT£NT OF PEACTION 8 
PRODUCTS OF THE REACTION.S_ARE A$_FCLLOWS 
crs, 02 co CO2 NZ NO ·N02 HZ S soz S03 H2S HZO O. .11E+ll1 o51E-G,. .15£+!:2 .5'5E+GO .1sE-03 .93E-O_& .::S7E-Olt .6!!E'-C2 .?_3E-03 _.!17E-07 .29£-.01 .38E+02 
-~lf_QIN___ll_QF_EACI:! SPECIES TO BE RECYCLED 
.25E-G7 ... 9E•GV .23E-Di. .&7E•Ot .Z'SE•OO 
fflJLES TO BE PURGED= .3QE+02 
HEAT OF ltEACTTON= .111E+07 
KEAT FOR TENP RISE= .9i.1E+C6 
.!IZE-0 ... lo2E-06 .17E-_Qi. o31E-C2 .1DE-D3 .39E-07 .1.3E•D1 
C01f?0SITI0N AFTER CYCLE 2 __ ------ ---------- ________ ----------------------.......,.--.,---• NUlf"lER OF SATISFIED C0'1PONE..,TS 13 
-~-





__ N02____ H2-___ _ S 
• i.zE-06 .59E+D1 .23£-01 
SOL ___ SOJ-'-'-- Jt2S.. _ __;___.w1",n...._ ______ ;..._ ____ ~ 
o 10E'-03 •39E-u7 .-13E-01 .32E•OZ 
-~~~.~-'w:~1,11111,_:_.,,:•~~ 
_,______ ---~--~-~---·-'>-~· --~--,,_,,·-··· --
'---·------- ----- - ---, ,. ______ ,, __ - . ,. --- - -- - ... -· --- .... ·-- ·-· - . ·-· -·------------.,-------------------------
HEAT OF RFACTtO"• o111~t07 
HEAT ~OR TEMP RISE2 .q41E+06 
~--
r TGUESSF• 2270.0~ 
r 
-----·------ __ E.Q.UILIBR.I.U"4_ CONS_TANTS .. _ ---· ·-------------- "----- __ ._ I e 
.j 
C . .., 
1 Q 
.358E•Oq' .124E+06 .'!61E-02 .21SE-01 .471E+06 .17&E+01 .241f-03 
-. . -·----------! ... &3E+07 BHIN(J)= -.ooor227q B~AX(Jt= 6.1 .. 00G002 BHtNCJ)= -6.61154960~ OHAX(JI= s.1 .. a02262 RHINCJI= -.00006201 OHAX(JI= 1.J927C780 Bl1I ... t .. n:-
_-.ooocco1+2 e:111x <J> =- ______ 1.. 09276961 _____________________ _ BHINCJJ= -32.47652199 OHAX(JI= 5.940016111 RHINCJ): -.0001G3JO RHAXIJI= .02367167 BHIN(JI= -.ooococ~ .. B~AX(JI= .02317517 
1!!-·---
--------------------------1 
G) BHINCJJ= -.013c5113 8"4AX(JI= .023071~7 1. 7 O. O. Q. Q. Q. o. c. .4E+03 
Ci.) 
9. ____ T -• !IE.•O 1 • 2E-'J "3 • 2E- 0 !; • 6E + 0 l. - • 1E-0 3 - • i.E.-.:17_. 2E~O 1.._~ i.E + D 3___ ________ -,--,--------------------------19. 7 o!IE+01 .3E-02 .ftF-01+ -.2E+D2 -.SE-Oi. .l+E-,i. .2E-01 .4E+03 31. 7 .IIE~01 .~E-02 .7E-O'+ -.1E+02 -.SE-01+ .l+E-0'+ .2E-01 .l+E+03 40. 7 .!IF.+01 .3E-C2 .&E-04 -.4E+01 -.l+E-CI+ .3E-01+ .2E-01 .3E+J3 4"1o 6 .IIE+01 .i.E-02 .&E-05 .6E+01 -.2E-0'> -.i.E-07 .2E-01 .2E+03 570 6 .llf'+01 .i.E-02 .1E-tl+ .3E~C1 -.6E-Oi. -.'+E-07 .2E-01 .2E+03 e· -------- -- --------67. _ 6 ___ .l'E•01 .3E-02 .1e:-01t .ltE+01 -.6E-Olt -.'+E-!l7 _ .2!::-01 .1E+Q3 ___________ _ 
----·------------------------
76. S .IIE+01 .3E-02 .tE-04 .5E+01 -.SE-01+ -.l+E-07 .2E-Ol .1E+03 
• es. 5 .8E+01 .3E-02 .1E-04 .5E+01 -.SE-QI+ -.'+E-07 .2r-01. .9E+,2 9..-. 5 .!IE+01 .3E-02 .lE-04 .&E+Ol -.SE-Cl+ -.l+E-J7 .2E-J1 .7E+02 
• 
103. 5 ollE+01 .:!E-02 o1E-04 .6E~01 .-.5£-01+ -.l+E-'.17 o2E-01 .&E+02 112. 5 .!IE+01 .3E-C2 .1E-,4 .&E+!J1 -.SE-Ci. -.4E-07 .2£-1)1 .5£+02 
_121e __ .\__,.ISE+i11__.3E-02 __ .1E-Olt .6!::+01 -.1+£-01+ -.i.E-07 __ .2£-01 ..• 5E+02 ------------------·------------------130. 5 .8E+01 .3E-02 .1E-Olt .&£+01 -.ltE-01+ -.i.E-07 .2E-01 .~F+02 139. 5 o!IE+01 .3E-02 .1E-Olt .&E+!ll. - ... E-0'+ -.i.E-07 .2E-il1 .l+E+02 
--·------ ----------
11t8. 5 .ISE•01 .3E-02 .1E-or. .GE•Ol -.l+(-1!1+ -.4E-07 .2r-01 .3E+02 157. 5 .RE+01 .3E-02 .1E-O ... 6E+C1 - ... E-04 - ... E-07 .2E-01 .~E+02 166. 5 .IIE+01 .~E-02 .1E-O ... 6E+C1 -.l+E-01+ -.i.E-07 .2c-01 .3E+02 0 --- -~--·~-----
_.l.7ft.__5_.8E'+01 _.3E-02 _ oif'-Olt o&E+01 -.6E-~lt -.ltE-07 __ .zE-01_ .2E+OZ _. ___________________________________ _ 182. ft .8E•01 .3E-02 .8F.-05 .6E+01 -.RE-Olt -.1tE-J7 .2E-Jl .2E+02 0 191• 5 .RE+01 .?E-02 .RE-OS .6E+01 -.~E-04 -.4E-07 .zE-01 .2E•02 200. 6 .l'F.•01 .3E-02 .RE-05 .f.E+01 -.7E-CI+ -.ltE-J7 .2E-01 .2E+()2 209. 6 .8E•D1 .;?E-02 o6E-0S .6E•01 -.7E-04 -.l+E-07 .2E-01 .tE+02 219. 4 .RE•01 .3E-02 .RF-OS ohE+Ol -.SF-Oi. -.i.~-J7 .2E-~1 .1F+02 
_.zze. __ \.._.8E•D1 •"E-02 .!!E-05_ .6E+C1 -.JE-04 -.4£-07 .2£-0l _.1£+02 -------·------------------------------237. .. .!IE+Oi .3E-02 .8E-OS .6E•01 -.2E-CI+ -.i.E-'.17 .2E-01 .1E+02 0 Zit&. It .IIE'+01 .3f'-02 .sE-05 .6E"+01 -.i.E-05 -.ltE-07 .2E-01 .9E+01 256. It .11E•01 .3F-02 .'IE-05 .&E•01 .2E-C5 -.ltE-07 .2E-01 .qf:.+01 26ft. ft .l'E+01 .3E-OZ .'IE-05 .&E•D1 .7E-05 -.l+E-J7 .2E-!l1 .9E+J1 8 273. It .8E•01 .3E-02 .8E-OS .!>E+01 .lE-.04 -.ltE-07 .2F-01 • RE+01 
• 
_283...___3 __ .IIE+D1 _ .?E-02 .SE-OS .&E+Ol .ZE-04 -.i.E-07 .• 2!::-01 .6E+lll. -----291. . .. • 8E+01 .3E-02 .8E-05 .&E+Ol .2E-D4 -.l+E-07 .2£-01 .IIE'+01 :SOD. It .8E+01 .3E-02 o!IE-05 .6E+01 o2E'-OI+ -.4E-07 .lf:.-01 .61::.+Cl. 309. It .RE+01 .3E-02 .SE-05 .&E•01 .2£-04 -.l+E-07 .zE-01 .sE+Ol 
. .37E•D0 -.Z2'E-D2 .23E-C4 .20::+cc .11E+01 
-r • '.""o26E+ DO 8.1 .. DOOO a EXTENT OF PEACTION 1 • 
---· -· ·---------------------.. 



























---- - - ...... - ------
• 002702_= _E_XT~!f'." Cl'" OEt.CTION ___ 3 
.oooace a EXTENT OF' i::>Et.CTTON .. 
c;.q1766 .. 'EXTENT OF "'f 6CT ION 5 
.'10002:! = EXTENT OF Rf ACT TON 6 
- -
-
-.oocooo = EXTENT OF ?(~CT.ION 7 
• 02111!11 = E-XTE""-IT O!' O(t.':TTON !I 
PRODUCTS OF T_HE 
-
R~ACTIONS lR.E as FOLl.O'-'S 
CCS> 02 co CO2 N2 NO 11102 H2 s S02 S03 o. .11F•!:1 .59£-03 .15E+C2 • 55E + C 0 • 2 !IE,-02 .l\i.E-05 ... 7E-C3 .12E-G 2 • !3E-il3 o. 
AftOUNTS OF EAC~ SPECIES TO BE RECYCLED 
~ME-07~~9£:•liO - • 26E-03 - ~67£+01 .25E+C.;-.-1-3E-J2 
1'IOLES TO BE PURGED a .3DE•02 
HEAT OF ~EACTION= o111E+07 
HEAT FOR TE~P PISE= .tt6E+C7 
CO~POSITT~N AFTER CYCl.E 3 
-- - -- -- NU'18ER OF SATISFIED- COHPONEN~ -13 ----------
TH£ TOTAL FEED IS 
___ __,,C(SJ 02 CO CC2 N2 NC N_02 H~- S. SQZ S.Q~ 
.111E•ll1 .u~E•OZ- .2f.~o~-:67E+D1 .55E+to .• 13E--il2 .;J!IE-05 .59E+01 .21E-D1 .57E-oi. .;?.SE-07 
HEAT OF REACTION= .111E"+07 












-- ---- -- I 
. -~~ --=- -- , 
I -----------·----- -----
-------------,-----f_ 
FINAL DA.TA SU1'11AllY 
_FLAN£ TENPERATURE :s 
H£AT OF REACTION• 
__ __;_ ___ MEAT-FOR TENP PISE= 

















__ __;_. ___ :_ --------- l 
------ --------------1'.-












_____ _____}12 ___ _ 








































































._258E- C 2 
• 651E• 02 
.23CJE+C1 
.122E-C1 
----·--- - ----- -- -------















.1s1+1:• c. o 
----- -----








--. ___ r 
. -· ---- 1· 
---r 
---------------'----------t 






------ - - -- ·-- -----'-------'-'------
BELON IRE LISTED RESP~CTIV£LY. F~ EACH SPECIES. GqAl1 l10LES PURGED. ANO STP YOLUH.E OF AMOUNTS PURGED AND P.ECYCLED • 
t 
"'-----'---l 
ecs, 02 co CO2 N2 NO ND2 HZ s S02 S03 H2S H2:> 
.~OE-07 a6DE•DO .32E-03 .111E•t11 .30E•CO .15E- 02 .lt&E-!15 .Z&E-03 .&c,E-03 • !':'3E- 01+ • 3JE-.: 7 .1'3E-01 .21E•D2 
.2-6~7_.S.2E_•OO_ • 28E-il3_.7DE•D1 .2£:E•OD .13E-D2_ _ .lt!lE-05 _.22E-C3 _.5SE-C! • &DE-.Olt a26E-D7 __ _ .17E-il.1. ... --J..8Et-
.21£-07 ... 2,.•00 .• 23£-a 3 .5!1E•C1 _.21E+CO o11E-02 .33E-C5 .1~.E-CJ • 1t5E-C 3 • a,qE-, C .. .21£-07 • t«.E-01 .15E•D2 f-~ 
---- ·· 1: 
._,_ ----- - -
' 
. 01 <1(34t_:._·.t. ~ L --
,:. I (!ti- -, J. 7 J'-. 
.3 (.;, r.,. 





3 :.·,; ,j -
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